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Summary: The paper deals with synchrony and diachrony of phonetics, phonolo-
gy and prosody of the Čakavian dialect of Susak (Croatia) based on the author’s
fieldwork in 2018. The data is compared to previous studies of the Susak dialect.
The local dialect exhibits a number of interesting phonological features – e. g. a
complex (“Tsakavian”) opposition of postalveolars (/č, ž, š/) to dentals/alveolars
(/c, z, s/), centralization of short /i/ and /o/ (in connection to vowel quantity op-
position), complex allophonic realizations of the diphthong /ie̯/, etc. –which may
be interesting from the perspective of wider phonological theory.
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1 Introduction

Susak is a small island (3,77 km2, 151 all-year inhabitants1), one of the western-
most islands of the Croatian Adriatic, positioned close to the bigger island of
Lošinj. The local dialect spoken there belongs to what is traditionally called the
Čakavian dialect group (characterized most typically by its archaisms, such as the
interrogative-relative pronoun čȁ ‘what’2 and the preservation of the Common Sla-
vic stress place in many dialects). The Susak Čakavian dialect was first described
by Hamm, Hraste & Guberina 1956 (henceforth HHG). The review of the descripti-
on, often criticized as confusing and unreliable,3 was given by Ivić 1959 and later

*Kontaktperson: Prof. Dr. Mate Kapović, Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, Ivana Lučića 3,
10 000 Zagreb, E-Mail: mkapovic@ffzg.hr

1 According to the official Croatian census of 2011 (https://www.dzs.hr/Hrv/censuses/cen-
sus2011/results/htm/H01_01_01/h01_01_01_zup08_2526.html. Approached April 16th 2019).
2 On Susak it is actually čȅ (see below).
3 The description and analysis in HHG are indeed often very unclear and confusing, but the data
itself is–with some exceptions and confusing transcription – relatively reliable (with certain cave-
ats and individual mistakes taken into account), especially after subsequent studies, which have
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the dialect was the topic of interest of Dutch linguists – cf. Steinhauer 1975 (based
on HHG) and Vermeer 1975 (based on a tape recording by HHG), 1979/2016 (based
on author’s fieldwork). Shrager 2011 deals with one specific New Jersey Susak
accentual issue (the so-called accentual paradigm D), which made the dialect fa-
mous in Balto-Slavic historical accentology (cf. now also Kapović [to appear a]).
This paper is based on my own data from Susak4 obtained through fieldwork at
the end of 2018.5 This paper’s aim is not to be a classical dialectological descripti-
on, based mostly on historical derivation and issues like the reflexes of the jat,6

elucidated someof theproblematic issues.Vermeer’s (1979/2016: 3) critique that “[t]here is hardlya
detail in H, H andG that can really be trusted” is understandable in view of HHG’s often frustrating
treatment of thematerial but is still, in the end, somewhat hyperbolic (many of Vermeer’s critiques
are indeed correct or partially correct, but not all – cf. also Kapović [to appear a] and Kapović [to
appear b]). One can get much information about Susak dialect from the rich material laid out in
HHG (e. g. stress place, basic prosodic developments, morphology, vocabulary, etc.) – however, it
can hardly be used reliably for the analysis of finer points of phonetics, phonology and prosody
(some of which we discuss in this paper). Many of the disagreements between HHG and my data,
due to various causes (language variation, language change, mistakes, misprints, etc.), have been
laid out in this paper. However, a detailed analysis of the description in HHG is not the task of this
paper. For that cf. the following references.
4 Note that in the given paper, the words are not adduced in a rigid phonological manner (e. g.
centralization of /i/ and /o/ is marked and so are, except in the last section, the phonetic realizati-
ons of stressed long syllables, final devoicing ismarked, different realizationsof /ie̯/ are allmarked
differently, different realizationsof /č/, /ž/, /š/ are alwaysmarkedas pronounced etc.) because this
ismore informative (non-distinctive phenomena are also important), especiallywhen dealingwith
a dialect that is not abundantly described, and because the phenomena are not obligatory– e. g. /i/
and /o/ are not always centralized in the same conditions, pitch on long stressed vowels is not dis-
tinctive but is not completely predictable, final devoicing is not always present, /ie̯/ can have diffe-
rent realizations in the same conditions, the realizations of /č/, /ž/, /š/ varywidely andunpredicta-
bly etc. Phonological forms are always easily derivable from a more phonetic transcription, while
vice-versa is not true. Completely predictable or trivial allophonic distribution (e. g. the allophone
[i]̯ of /j/ is never marked, neither is [ś] as the allophone of /š/ before /ć/, nor [ŋ] as the prevelar
allophone of /n/) is, of course, not marked in the material. I provide translations to English for all
wordsand forms frommymaterial (butusuallynot for theSusakmaterial fromother sources,which
can be checked – if available – in the original sources).
5 My fieldwork on Susakwas carried out onNovember 9–11 2018. Exceptmy informants (onwhom
more details later), I would like to thank Marta Fazlić from Mali Lošinj for kindly organizing the
minutiae of my stay at Susak, Nadia Malović for her help on the island, and my colleagues Ivana
Kurtović Budja and Nikola Vuletić for their initial suggestions for finding native speakers of the
Susak dialect. Most of the data was gathered duringmy stay on the island – aminimum amount of
data was obtained from the dialectal radio show Frižimenula on Radio Mali Lošinj-Radio Jadranka
featuringa few speakers fromSusakand froma subsequent check-up telephone callwith oneofmy
Susak informants. The other findings frommy Susak material will be published in Kapović [to ap-
pear a] and Kapović [to appear b].
6 HHG: 71–75. The reflexes are i/e according to the usual Meyer-Jakubinskij rule.
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jers7 and the such (already described in HHG and the cited studies based on it and
not dealt with here) but to provide additional information and preliminary obser-
vations on phonetic and phonological details less often discussed and analyzed
in Čakavian dialectology. The phonetic features of the dialect were assessed tradi-
tionally, by auditory observation (the author being a trained and experienced dia-
lectologist and phonologist), without the help of computer analysis. The descrip-
tion is both synchronic and diachronic. As will be seen, the system in question is
phonologically interesting from a more general perspective as well.

2 Note on informants

My informants on Susak were Elena Busanić [EB] (born 1939), from whom I obtai-
ned most data, Andrijana Busanić [AB] (born 1939) and her daughter Dina Mačić
[DM]8 (born 1977).9 Their dialect differed slightly in regards of phonology – both
intradialectally and generationally. EB spent her first 17–18 years of life in the
upper part of Susak on the hill (Gornje Selo), which is “more Tsakavian” according
to HHG (78),10 and this is completely clear in her idiolect, though she lived the
later part of her life in the lower part of Susak. The lower part of Susak (Donje
Selo), “more Čakavian” according to HHG (ibid.), is the home of AB and DM (living
in the same household), and their dialect is indeed Čakavian (not Tsakavian).11

7 HHG: 71. The reflex is regularly a (if vocalized), except in a few words where it is e: sen ‘am’
[clitic], čȅ ‘what’ but čȍ ‘something, some’ as in jȉmaš mẽda čȍ? ‘do you have some honey?’, from
*čȏ < *čȃ < *čȁ. Cf. Brozović & Ivić 1988: 82 for če in the part of the Quarnero (Kvarner) islands,
HHG: 117, 155 for <čå̑> and Kapović 2015: 235852 for the lengthened ča.
8 Unmarked examples in the paper are by EB. Forms attested by AB & DM are always marked as
such.A few formsproducedbyDinkoŠkrivanić Janda (1947) on the radio, a Susak local living in the
United States of America, aremarked by DŠJ.
9 As already said, the whole of Susak has only 151 inhabitants. Among these, not all are native
speakers of the local dialect since someare later newcomers. However,many speakers of the Susak
dialect return temporary from their emigration in theUnitedStates (cf. Shrager 2011on the emigrant
Susakdialect inNew Jersey) during summer vacations. In any case, the three Susak informants that
provided thematerial for thispaper couldperhaps representasmuchasapproximately 3 %(depen-
ding on the actual number of native speakers there) of the Susak dialect speakers living full time on
the island.
10 However, there are no special differences to be noted between the two parts of Susak elsewhere
inHHG(Steinhauer 1975: 17–18)– the concreteČakavianandTsakavian forms in thedescriptionare
not adduced to specific parts of Susak or specific speakers.
11 This is most likely connected to the known phenomenon of Tsakavian in the periphery (and
older generation) and Čakavian in the center of a settlement (and younger generation) (HHG: 80).
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However, as we shall see, the differences are not only with regards to the realiza-
tion of /č/, /ž/, /š/.12

3 Consonantism13

Table 1: Consonants in the Susak dialect

bilabial labiodental dental/alveolar postalveolar palatal velar

plosive p b t d c k

affricate ʦ ʧ

nasal m n

trill r

fricative f v s z ʃ ʒ x ɣ

approxi-
mant

j

lateral ap-
proximant

l

For the transcription of the dialect, we use the usual Western South Slavic (and dialectological)
symbols for these phonemes: <c> [ʦ], <č> [ʧ], <š> [ʃ], <ž> [ʒ], <ć> [c], <ś> [ɕ], <ź> [ʑ], <ń> [ɲ], <ļ> [ʎ].

The Susak dialect has 6 stops, but not the same six as standard Croatian. The pairs
/p/, /b/ and /t/, /d/ are the same, but the velar voiceless stop /k/ is missing its
voiced pair /g/. In place of [g], the Susak dialect has the voiced velar fricative [ɣ],14

12 Generally speaking, code-switching seems to be very usual on Susak – all speakers tend to
speak the local approximation of the standard languagewith outsiders (cf. also the note in Shrager
2011: 213), which includes a different position of the stress (and often, but not always, the elimina-
tion of distinctive length and local accentual realizations, together with elimination of local diph-
thongs). They, however, quite easily produce forms and sentences in the local dialect when asked,
although, unlike speakers of some other dialects, they generally try to avoid (not always succesful-
ly) using the dialect outside of producing deliberate dialectal examples.
13 The following usual notation is used in the paper: < > for orthographical representations (inclu-
ding the scientific orthographical notation of certain linguists, e. g. HHG), / / for phonological (dis-
tinctive) representations and [ ] for phonetic (non-distinctive, allophonic) representation.
14 The lenition of [g] is an old isogloss, occurring, outside of the Čakavian north, in some Slovene
dialects (cf. Greenberg 2000: 83–85), Czech/Slovak, Ukrainian/Belarusian and southern Russian
dialects (cf. Zhobov & Alexander 2018: 511). The process is also typologically fairly usual, cf. the
development fromAncient Greek [g] to Modern Greek [ɣ].
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e. g. gensg voɣȁ ‘this’, mojẽɣa, ɣũmno (5x) ‘threshing floor’, ɣõri ‘up’, drȕɣi ‘other’,
ɣospodȏr ‘lord, master’, ɣorĩ ‘it burns’, ɣrẽ ‘(s)he goes’ compared to the standard
òvoga, mòjega, gúmno, gȍre, drȕgī, gospòdār, gòrī (and grẽ in other Čakavian dia-
lects). See below for more on /ɣ/. The sixth stop in the dialect is the palatal plosive
[c],15 which is the typical Čakavian realization of the phoneme /ć/ (realized as an
alveopalatal affricate [ʨ] in Štokavian), e. g. kozlȉći ‘goat kids’, kućnĩk ‘molar
(tooth)’, nã ̮pomoć ‘to help’, klĩšće ‘chelae, claws (of crabs)’, accsg tẽću ‘vessel’ etc.

All stops (and fricatives, see below) are regularly devoiced in the final positi-
on, cf. EB ɣrȍp ‘grave’, bȍp ‘bean’, riẽ̯t ‘row’ (cf. stand. grȍb, bȍb, rȇd). This is the
norm of the older speakers, cf. also AB ɣrȍp, zĩt ‘wall’, ždrĩp ‘cork’ (cf. stand. zȋd,
ždrijȇb). However, even older speakers infrequently have a voiced ending, cf. EB
xlõd (1x) ‘shade’ (together with xlõt (5x)), bru̯ȏd ‘ship’, ždrĩb (6x) ‘cork’ (together
with ždrĩp (2x), zdrĩp (3x)). Very rarely, final stops are just half-devoiced, cf. EB
ɣrõd̥ (together with ɣrõt (11x), ɣrȏt (3x)), zȗb̥ ‘tooth’ (together with zũp (2x), zȗp
(4x)), zĩd̥ ‘wall’ (also zĩt). The youngest speaker has this neutralization only occa-
sionally, cf. DM ɣrȍp, pȍt ‘floor’, ɣlõt ‘hunger’ (cf. stand. pȍd, glȃd). Usually, DM
has no devoicing, cf. sũd ‘court of law’, dȉd ‘grandfather’ (EB dȉt), mjẽd ‘honey’
(EB miẽ̯t), xlõd, etc. This lack of neutralization in the idiolect of the youngest in-
formant is surely due to the influence of the standard language and, of course,
additionally to analogy to forms like gensg sŭdȁ, where the basic form of the word
is attested (but see below on this).

Like the stops /ć/ [c] and /k/ [k], the affricates /c/ [ʦ] and /č/ [ʧ] likewise have
no voiced pairs in the dialect.16 In the variety of AB & DM (and perhaps the dialect
of the lower, Čakavian, part of Susak in general), both [ʦ] and [ʧ] are almost al-
ways realized as such, e. g. jȁc ‘ice’ (< Venetian giazo) and klũč ‘key’. However, in
the variety of EB (and perhaps the upper, Tsakavian, part of Susak in general),
these two phonemes can facultatively merge, i. e. [ʧ] can depostalveolarize. More
on that below.

The bilabial nasal [m] regularly changes to [n] in the final positions, typical
for the dialects of the Adriatic coast.17 This usually occurs in grammatical endings

15 Steinhauer (1975: 32) calls it an alveopalatal stop.
16 The reasons for the lack of these voiced stops are of various historical origin. There is no [ɟ]
because Common Slavic *dj yielded Čakavian j and not /đ/ [ʥ] as in most of Štokavian. The voiced
velar [g] is missing because, as already said, *g > ɣ. The voiced [ʣ] occurred in Common Slavic but
later disappeared in most Slavic dialects and the original Proto-Slavic [ʤ] yielded [ʒ] early (in
Štokavian, [ʤ] appears only in loanwords and through voicing of [ʧ]).
17 This is a typologically very frequent neutralization, it occurs e. g. in Hittite, Ancient Greek, Ara-
bic, Finish, etc.
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like 1sg pres. -n (vȉdin ‘I see’) or o-stem instrsg -on/-en, -u̯ȏn/-iȇ̯n.18 In declinable
words, the change of the final consonant of the root is rare due to analogy to
oblique cases, cf. EB srõn ‘shame’ but AB/DM srõm (by analogy to gensg srõma).

Unlike the standard language andmostČakaviandialects, old phoneme /ń/ [ɲ]
(from Common Slavic *nj) depalatalizes to /n/, e. g. neɣȍf ‘his’, ku̯õn ‘horse’, črȉšna
‘sweet cherry’, kȕna ‘quince’ (cf. stand. ńègov, kȍń, trȅšńa, dȕńa). HHG (: 81) posits
the phoneme /ń/ in the case of old *nьj, e. g. in ručẽńe, netjakȉńa, etc. (the variant
netjakȉna is added at pp. 82, 169–170). I have only netjakȉna ‘niece’ – gensg ke ̮net-
jakȉne ‘at niece’s’ attested. The sound /ń/ can also appear in code-switching.19

Likewise, there is no phoneme /ļ/ [ʎ]. Depalatalized alveolar [l] appears regu-
larly instead of the palatal, e. g. klũč ‘key’, krõl ‘king’ (cf. stand. kļȗč, krȃļ). Howe-
ver, initially [j] is found from older *ļ, cf. jȗdi ‘people’.20 Only very rarely does /ļ/
appear under the influence from the standard, e. g. kļȗn ‘beak’, EB/DM kļũči
‘keys’, and, of course, when trying to speak the standard variety (e. g. prijate̍ļice
‘(female) friends’). See below for pronunciation of the Susak /l/.

The phoneme /r/ is the same as in the standard language – its basic realizati-
on is an alveolar trill, but other rhotic variants may occur as well.21

The phoneme /f/ occurs mainly in loanwords (e. g. ɣarõful ‘flower’), but also
in some native words – cf. the change ps- > fc-22 in fcȉna ‘big dog’ (stand. psȉna).23

The phoneme /v/ is not an approximant [ʋ] as in many Štokavian dialects and the
nominal standard but a fricative [v] (with quite distinctive friction), as is most
often the case in Čakavian.

Like the stops, all voiced fricatives are also devoiced in final position, cf. EB
krȍf ‘roof’, mrȁs ‘frost’, nu̯õš ‘knife’, bu̯õx ‘god’ (gensg krova̋ , mrãza, nožȁ, bõɣa).

18 Thedialecthas theusual -on (dũxon ‘ghost’) and -en (mũžen ‘husband’) innon-stressedposition
and the lengthened -u̯ȏn < *-ȏm (cipu̯ȏn ‘flail’), -iȇ̯n < *-ȇm (klučjȇn ‘key’) in stressed positions, with
the old *-em spreading at the expense of *-omwhen stressed (ɣrodjȅn ‘city’).
19 E.g. in kuńȃde (3x) ‘sisters in law’ (Venetian cugnada) – cf. the expected local form kunå͂da
(HHG: 81) – or in ńȉxov, Lõšiń (cf. real dialectal Lošĩn (3x)).
20 Cf. HHG: 46. Forms like dĩvji, lȉpje (HHG: 81) do not have *ļ > j but have an older *j preserved (cf.
Ivić 1959: 176). Cf. the same change in Ćunski (Houtzagers 2003: 48).
21 The exact phonetics and rhotic variation has not been studied even in the standard language.
22 Thismusthavegone thewayofps-> fs- (assimilation to the second fricative) > fc- (fortitionof the
second phoneme in the cluster). Cf. the same change in Ćunski (Houtzagers 2003: 48).
23 For another cluster-change in the beginning of the word, cf. the sporadicmr- > br- in bravĩnci
‘ants’ (cf. HHG: 105) but not inmrȁs ‘frost’.
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Again, the youngest speaker DM often has no devoicing, cf. DM krȍv (AB krȍf),
mrȁz, ɣru̯õz ‘bunch of grapes’ (cf. stand. grȏzd) but also mũš ‘husband’ (cf. stand.
mȗž). However, the final devoicing seems to still be present with /ɣ/, obviously
because the voiced segment is already different than in the standard. Cf. DM ru̯õx
‘horn’, snĩx ‘snow’, kalȋx ‘fog’ /ka|liːɣ/ (from Venetian calìgo) with devoicing (cf.
gensg EB rȍɣa, DM snīɣȁ). This -x would indicate that the main trigger for the loss
of the final devoicing is the influence of the standard and not the internal analogy
to oblique cases.24

The opposition of a dental/alveolar and postalveolar fricative and affricate
sibilants (/s/ : /š/, /z/ : /ž/, /c/ : /č/) is mostly robust in the Čakavian variety of
AB & DM. The only Tsakavian25 forms I have attested there are AB se ̮recjẽ ‘it is
said’ (with c instead of č) and zdrĩp (5x) ‘cork’ together with ždrĩp (3x). Otherwise,
all /č/, /ž/, /š/ were in place in the production of AB & DM. Other sources on the
Susak dialect never make a distinction between the two varieties in Susak in this
regard (except for the mentioned general claim on Čakavian and Tsakavian by
HHG) but seem to adduce both Čakavian and Tsakavian forms as possible for all
speakers of the dialect.

In the Tsakavian Susak variant of EB, the oppositions /s/ : /š/, /z/ : /ž/, /c/ :
/č/ may be preserved, but the postalveolars frequently merge with the dentals/
alveolars in a way that /š/ > /s/, /ž/ > /z/ and /č/ > /c/ but never vice-versa. So the
distinction is preserved facultatively.26 Thus, čȅ ‘what’ (Common Slavic *čь) can
be pronounced also cȅ but cĩp ‘flail’ (Common Slavic *cěpъ) can never be pro-
nounced as **čip.27 However, it is actually more complicated than that. Postalveo-
lars can also, especially [ʧ], be realized as alveopalatals. Thus, the Susak phone-
me /č/ can be realized both as [ʧ] (like Štokavian /č/) but also as č̠ [ʨ]28 (like

24 In any case, it is highly unlikely that a variety could restore final voiced/voiceless opposition
simply through internalmeans (by analogy to formswhere devoiced final segments are not in final
position and are thus not devoiced) outside of a contact situation (i. e. influence of the more presti-
gious variety that has it). This kind of restoration of final voiced/voiceless opposition is not unique
to Susak– the same thingoccurred in themodernurbandialect of Zagreb (capital of Croatia),where
the older generation still preserves the Kajkavian final devoicing rule but younger speakers have
almost completely abandoned it under the influence of the standard language and colloquial
Štokavian.
25 For Tsakavian (“cakavski”) cf. Małecki 1929; Moguš 1977: 66–79.
26 Cf. also Steinhauer 1975: 36.
27 I do have attested košerãča ‘hedge bill’ with a š instead of s (cf. kosĩr ‘hedge bill’ with the ex-
pected s), but this is probably due to assimilation to č (cf. also ošũši ‘it dries’ < *osũši, which is a
commonassimilation inČakavian) andnot an allophonic phenomenon. Cf. alsoVermeer 1975: 144.
28 Cf. also Vermeer 1975: 1448.
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Štokavian /ć/ – because /ć/ is phonetically [c] on Susak29)30 in the Tsakavian va-
riety of EB (in the variety of AB & DM, it seems to be always [ʧ], with minor excep-
tions). In the same manner, /š/ can be realized as /ś/ [ɕ],31 while /ž/ can be reali-
zed as /ź/ [ʑ] – however, this seems to be less frequent than with /č/. Postalveo-
lars can very rarely be realized as alveolars (thus, č ̳ [ʧ]̳, š ̳ [ʃ]̳ and probably also ž ̳
[ʒ]̳),32 which then causes the centralization of the following /i/ (see below). The
completely merged [c], [z], [s] (from both /č/, /ž/, /š/ and /c/, /z/, /s/) are not
always just regular (laminal) dentals/alveolars. They can also be apical (similar
to European Spanish /s/, marked ( ̺)) which is acoustically closer to the postalveo-
lars. Here we list the ways in which /č/, /ž/, /š/ can be realized in the Tsakavian
variety33 of EB:34

/č/: č [ʧ], e. g. čȅ ‘what’, čãrvi ‘warms’, rečemȍ ‘we say’, s k̮lučjȇn ‘with a key’
č ̳[ʧ]̳, e. g. se ̮ mȕčɨ̳š ̳‘you struggle’
č ̠ [ʨ], e. g. č ̠ȅ ‘what’, reč ̠emȍ (3x), č ̠ẽkaj! ‘wait!’, reč ̠jẽ ‘(s)he says’35
c [ʦ], e. g. cavȍk ‘crab (Maja squinado)’ (also čavȍk)36 – nompl cavɵ͂ci (2x)
c̺ [ʦ̺], e. g. c̺ȅ ‘what’, rec̺ȅs ̺ ‘you say’, c̺ẽkaj! ‘wait!’, oc̺ȉs̺timo ‘we clean’

29 Vermeer (1979/2016: 1) notes critically that HHG “follow the [...] ‘system’ that induced them to
use ć both for any /č/ that sounds somewhat like standard /ć/ and for /ť/, which, after all, corres-
ponds etymologically to standard /ć/.” (he writes /ť/ for Čakavian <ć> /ć/ [c] here). Cf. a few exam-
ples of this unfortunate HHG notation in Steinhauer 1975: 33 and Vermeer 1975: 1448.
30 We mark the allophonic alveopalatal ([ʨ]) realization of the phoneme /č/ as č ̠ here (thus, a
“back č”) because we use the symbol ć already for the Susak/Čakavian palatal [c]. However, for
alveopalatal allophones [ɕ] and [ʑ] we use the usual symbols ś and ź (and not š ̠ and ž)̠.
31 The allophone [ś] also appears instead of [š] in /šć/ [ɕc], as in standard Štokavian.
32 The alveolar variants are usual (in standard Croatian as well) when preceding other dentals/
alveolars (e. g. in the clusters /žd/, /št/)–here,we are talking of alveolar variants in other positions
(e. g. prevocalic, final), when they are not so directly allophonically conditioned due to an imme-
diately following dental/alveolar.
33 Ifmore of the sounds in question appear in the sameword, they tend to be of the same type (e. g.
all apical, all alveolar, etc.).
34 For the realizations inHHG, cf. Steinhauer 1975: 36andVermeer 1975: 144. It is not clearwhatdo
<č̍>, <ž̍>, <š̍> stand for inHHG (cf. Steinhauer 1975: 37). These sources did not note separately apical
(of [c], [s], [z]) and alveolar variants (of [č], [ž], [š]).
35 Front /e/ and /j/ obviously favor alveopalatal allophone [ʨ], cf. also č ̠etȉre ‘four’, vẽč ̠e(r) (2x)
‘evening’, se ̮sič ̠iẽ̯ ‘it’s cut’ (cf. also the HHG words in Vermeer 1975: 1448, where [ʨ] is found
before front vowels, mostly ie̯, in all but one example). However, č̠ appears elsewhere as well,
cf. č ̠avȍk ‘crab (Maja squinado)’ – nompl č ̠avɵ͂ci (also c̺avɵ͂ci) and regular [ʧ] also appears before
front vowels (as we have already seen above), cf. klũči (2x) ‘keys’ with [ʧ̺].
36 HHG: 155.
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/ž/: ž [ʒ], e. g. ženȁ ‘wife’, mũžen ‘with husband’, z n̮ožjȅn ‘with a knife’
ž ̳[ʒ]̳, e. g. rȉže̳n ‘I cut’
ź [ʑ], e. g. mũźa ‘husband’, darźīmȍ ‘we hold’
z [z], e.  g. bȍze! (4x) ‘god’ (also bȍže!)
z̺ [z̺], e.  g. [no examples]

/š/: š [ʃ], e.  g. dũšu ‘soul’, šȁl ‘he went’, dȁš ‘rain’, znȏš ‘you know’
š,̳ [ʃ]̳, e. g. se ̮ mȕčɨ̳š ̳‘you struggle’
ś [ɕ], e. g. pĩśe (2x) ‘writes’, prĩśal (3x) ‘he came’
s [s], e. g. slȁ (4x) ‘she went’, prĩsla ‘she came’, nãsi ‘ours [mascpl]’, zovȅs ‘you
call’
s ̺ [s̺], e. g. rec̺ȅs ̺ ‘you say’, vȉdis̺ ‘you see’, s̺ez ̺des ̺iȇ̯t ‘sixty’ (cf. stand.
šezdèsēt)37

The phonemes /x/38 and /ɣ/, though of different origin (x < Proto-Slavic *x, ɣ <
Proto-Slavic *g), now function as voiceless/voiced pair, as seen in the final devoi-
cing of /ɣ/ above. The phoneme /ɣ/ can rarely be realized not as a fricative but as
an approximant (without friction), thus as [ɰ] ([ɣ̞]), e.  g. ɰarõful ‘flower’. The /ɣ/
phoneme is very stable in the system.39 The youngest speaker (DM) has an allo-
phone [g] in the /ɣl/ cluster (but not in /ɣr/40), cf. glŏvȁ ‘head’, jĩgla ‘pin’, glīstȁ
‘earthworm’ (cf. EB’s ɣlōvȁ but also locsg na ̮glōvȉ, jĩɣla, ɣlīstȁ, ɣlẽda ‘to look’).41

37 Cf. here how /s/ and /z/ (not only /š/) are also realized apically – this seems to be due to posi-
tional assimilation, not regular allophony (as already said, /s/ and /z/ remain [s] and [z] and are
neverpronouncedas [š] and [ž]). Thispositional assimilation is apparentlynot obligatory, cf. c̺avɵ͂ci
(not **c̺avɵ͂c̺i) above. More examples would bewelcome in this regard.
38 The phoneme /x/ is a velar, thus preserving the Common Slavic pronunciation. I write it as <x>
(as does Shrager 2011), while HHG write it oddly as <χ> (rarely as <h> – cf. Steinhauer 1975: 35).
Vermeerwrites it as <h>, in accordancewith theusualWesternSouthSlavicdialectological practice
(<h> is usually used for both glottal [h] and velar [x], which is not very fortunate since explicit
articulatory phonetic data is often not provided).
39 The older informant EB regularlyused it evenwhenpronouncing the standard forms, e. g.when
shewas comparing her/dialectal rȍzi ‘horns’with the standard form, she said tĩ b̮i rȅkal rȍɣovi ‘you
would say horns’ – she still used the dialectal /ɣ/ even when consciously trying to pronounce the
standard form. Cf. also /ɣ/ in the standard loanword accsgViɣẽtu ‘Vegeta’ (a kind of industrial dres-
sing often used in cooking). However, [g] does occur very rarely, cf. EB Sansigȍte ‘(female) inhabi-
tants of Susak’, DM gensg tūgȅ ‘sadness’. Vermeer (1975: 144) claims that the dialect has “both fri-
cative and stop realizations of /ɣ/” but that “stop realizations are not very frequent” (he counts [ɣ]
223 x and [g] 15 x to 20 x in his sample).
40 HHG apparently attest [gr] as well – cf. Steinhauer 1975: 35.
41 Cf. HHG: 78, 143 for the rare [g] and [gl] (jȉgla – jȉglu). The dictionary entry in HHG (: 159)
has only ɣl-.
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The phoneme /ɣ/ can also be protethic, cf. DŠJ nompl ɣu̯õsti ‘gaff’ (stand. ȍsti) and
DŠJ ɣȕdica ‘fishing hook’ (stand. ȕdica).42

The phoneme /j/ is realized as in the standard (Štokavian) – it is approximant
[j] in the onset of the syllable (e. g. in jȕɣo ‘scirocco’, jȉma ‘(s)he has’) but a semi-
vowel in the coda (e. g. in krõj [kroːi]̯ ‘end’, mu̯õj [mu̯oːi]̯ ‘my’, AB locsg na ̮Sȕjci
[suic̯i] (2x) ‘on Susak’) and between two vowels one of which is /i/, e. g. prȉja [priia̯]
‘before’, accpl pijãti [piia̯ːti] ‘plates’, DM sajȉta [saii̯ta]43 ‘thunder’.44

The phoneme /l/ is usually (but not always) realized in a typically Adriatic
way,45 as a “soft” backed [l̠] (articulated a bit more upward than the regular alveo-
lar l), even before /u/ where one finds an allophonic “dark” [ł] in the standard –
cf. Susak lȕ̠k (6x) ‘garlic’ but standard Croatian łȕk ‘onion’, also gensg klū̠čȁ ‘key’
(but also klũči (2x) ‘keys’ with [l]), accsg kapȕlu̠ ‘onion’, vu̯õl ̠ (6x) ‘ox’ – gensg volȁ̠,
nedȉla̠ ‘Sunday’, kralȉ̠ca (5x) ‘queen’, šćĩple̠ ‘(s)he tickles’, etc.

Final -t, -ć (and perhaps -č) can facultatively drop,46 e. g. nosȉ (also nosȉt (2x))47

‘to carry’, mlōtȉ (also mlōtȉt) ‘to thrash’, ɣlẽda (< *ɣlẽdat) ‘to look’, riẽ̯ ‘row’ (also
riȇ̯t), piẽ̯ (and piẽ̯t) ‘five’; rȅ (2x) ‘to say’ (for *rȅć)48 and rĩ (< *rĩč) ‘word’. The final -t
dropping is typical for the Adriatic coast dialects (it occurs in the urban dialects of
Split and Dubrovnik for instance).49

4 Vocalism and Prosody

Vocalism and prosody will be dealt with together, because they are intricately
connected. We shall start with a synchronic description and then shift to diachro-
nic analysis later on, though it will not be possible to keep the two strictly sepa-
rated all the time.

42 HHGhas unexpected ɣudy̏ca (2x) (: 76–77), which is probably amisprint, but also the expected
ɣùdica (: 52).
43 The same in HHG: 69.
44 HHG (: 166) notes [i]̯ in some cases where I do not – they writemy lĩstie [-i.e] ‘leaves’ as lĩstiie̯.
45 This is typical e. g. for the pronunciation of the coastal Croatian city of Split (originally
Čakavian, nowmostly Štokavian) as well.
46 This is not attested in HHG (cf. Steinhauer 1975: 38).
47 I havenosȉtiattestedaswell, but this -ti ismost likely standard influenced.HHG(: 120–127) seem
to attest only -t in infinitive forms.
48 I havealsono̍ ‘night’ (standardnȏć) attested incode-switching (shouldbe*nu̯õ(ć) in thedialect,
cf. nuȏć in HHG: 112).
49 However, like the -m > -n change, it seems tousually bemorphologically and lexically limited to
infinitive -t > -Ø and numerals pet ‘five’, deset ‘ten’ – but cf. the alreadymentioned Susak riẽ̯, which
is neither of those (but a nominal o-stem, cf. gensg riẽ̯da).
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The basic vowel system of Susak is not too different from the standard one,
but the distribution of the vowels is slightly different, two centralized allophones
appear and there are two diphthongs.50 The allophones are in [ ] brackets and
marginal realizations in ( ) brackets (we mark the short and long variants separa-
tely – (ː) is used when length is not always realized):

Table 2: Vowel system of Susak

front central back

close i iː [ɨ] u uː

mid e [eː] ([ə]) [ɵ(ː)] o oː

open a (aː)

diphthongs ie̯(ː) u̯o(ː)

As in Standard Croatian, non-high vowels are actually mid ([e̞], [o̞]) and central
([ä]), and the same goes for the centralized [ɵ̞] and diphthongs [ie̞̯], [u̯o̞].51 For the
sake of simplicity, we shall henceforth leave out the diacritics. All non-diphthon-
gal phonemic vowels can be both short and long but not in all positions. The
diphthongs are always phonologically long but are not always phonetically reali-
zed as such.

The Susak dialect has free (unpredictable) stress, which can appear in any
position in a word: |vidila ‘saw [femsg]’ – ne|dɨla ‘Sunday’ – zove|mo ‘we call’.52

Long vowels under stress can also appear in all positions: |doːvaju ‘they give’ –
u|zoːxu ‘they used to’ – ɣospo|doːr ‘master’. Quantity is distinctive in stressed syll-
ables (|pupi ‘vine buds’ – |zuːbi ‘teeth’, nompl mo|ji ‘my [masc]’ – bo|liː ‘it hurts’,
accsg že|nu ‘woman’– pe|ruː ‘they wash’, du|šuje ‘it smells’ – o|šuːši ‘it dries’, zo-

50 The alleged diphthong /ie̯/ in Standard Croatian (written as <ije>) is a mirage (it is usually pro-
nounced as [je]).
51 According to Vermeer (1975: 142–143) “Susak back vowels often have very little rounding”. I
cannot confirm that.
52 While the traditionalWestern South Slavic dialectological marks ( ̄ for unstressed length, ̏ for
short (falling) accent, ̑ for long falling “circumflex” accent and ˜ for rising/level “neo-acute” ac-
cent) were used up to this point in the paper (where we wrote the stressed long syllables phoneti-
cally), in this section of the paper (where we write phonologically) we use IPA marks (ː for length
and | for stress mark) except in footnotes (and in the main text when writing some forms for the
second time) andwhen adducing the Susak data fromother sources, (standard) Štokavian or forms
from other Čakavian dialects which have distinctive pitch.
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ve|mo ‘we call’ – se ̮dupe|roː ‘it is used’) and in syllables directly before a short
stressed syllable (do|bra ‘good [indef. femsg]’ – joː|ka ‘strong [indef. femsg]’).53

In EB’s idiolect, pretonic length (where it occurs – on /oː/, /iː/, /uː/ and less
frequently and in limited conditions on /aː/)54 is preserved very well,55 cf. e. g.
mloː|da (2x) ‘young [indef. femsg]’, proː|sac (4x) ‘pig’, gensg likoː|ra ‘doctor’, pro-
doː|no ‘sold’ [neuter], vroː|tɨla ̮sen ̮se ‘she came back’, švoː|rɨne56 (4x)57 ‘tonsils’;
tvaː|rda (3x) ‘hard [indef. femsg]’ (see below for the reflex of pretonic old syllabic
*r̩ː); gensg Lošiː|na (2x) (place name), ziː|mi ‘in wintertime’, gensg viː|na (2x) ‘wine’,
se ̮smiː|ješ ‘you laugh’, mliː|ko ‘milk’, pojiː|mo ‘we eat’, škiː|na (5x) ‘(human) back’,
šćiː|pat ‘to tickle’; zaguː|šit ‘to suffocate’, f k̮antuː|nu ‘in the corner’, gensg lemuː|na
‘lemon’, truː|dna ‘tired [indef. femsg]’, etc. Shortened pretonic length is very rare in
EB’s idiolect, the following are the only examples I have attested (it is indicative
that almost all have more numerous variant attestations with pretonic length):
ɣlŏ|va (2x) ‘head’ (also ɣloː|va (4x)), va ̮xlŏ|du ‘in the shade’ (also f x̮loː|du (3x)),
gensg trŏ|ve ‘grass’ (also troː|ve (7x)) – accsg trŏ|vu (also troː|vu (2x)), se [...] kapĭ|mo
‘we understand each other’, nĭ|sen (2x) ‘I did not’. It is not accidental that most of
the shortenings occur with pretonic /ō/ (see below). The forms sĭ|čie̯ː ‘(s)he cuts’
and uɣrĭ|zje ‘(s)he bites’ do not have such a secondary sporadic shortening – their
roots are short because the last syllable is a diphthong (derived from older long
*-ẽ)58 and diphthong behaves as a long syllable (and there is no pretonic length
before a long syllable), whether it is realized phonetically long (-iẽ̯) or short (-jȅ)
on the surface (historically speaking, short diphthongs must be younger).

On the other hand, in the idiolect of AB & DM pretonic length is preserved
inconsistently, cf. the preservation in (DM unmarked) gensg proː|xa ‘dust’, locsg

53 HHG (: 183) has a few examples of <å> (< *aː), historically obviously secondary, in the second
pretonic syllable, cf. zablåcevȁt se and zakråcunȁt (cf. also Vermeer 1975: 1426).
54 Seebelow forpretonic /aː/. There is nopretonic /eː/ (old *eː > ie̯),while diphthongs /ie̯/ and /u̯o/
(which are usually long when stressed and can be considered inherently long phonologically) are
pretonically alwaysphonetically short. Casesof sporadicpretonicāandō inHHG likeoslādy̏t (: 170)
or nōžȁ (: 106),dvōrȕ (: 158) aremost likely just cases of secondary (orwrongly perceived) length on
phonologically short /a/ and /o/ (see below for such secondary pretonic length in HHG) – cf. the
expected gensg nožȁ ‘knife’, dvorȁ ‘courtyard’ in my data.
55 Vermeer (1979/2016: 1) notes regular pretonic length (correcting his view from Vermeer 1975:
142) for ī,ūandār (from*r̩̄, seebelow)butnot for the reflexofold*ā (!). Seebelow forpretonic length
in HHG.
56 Interestingly, HHG (: 68, 179) write švory̏ne/svōry̏newith /o/, not with <å> as onewould expect.
57 As can be seen by the last two examples, pretonic length can appear before a medial short
stressed syllable aswell– thus, Vermeer’s (1979/2016: 1) speculation that pretonic lengthmay even
be limited toaposition“beforea short stressed final syllable”only isnot correct (it is questionable if
such a Čakavian system exists at all).
58 The long -e in 3sg present tense is typical for some Čakavian dialects (cf. Kapović 2015: 368).
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ɣroː|du ‘city’ (AB); xraː|na ‘food’ (with the standard vocalism, cf. the expected EB
xroː|na); zdriː|ba (AB) (and zdrĭ|ba (3x) (AB)), locsg na ̮miː|ru ‘in peace’, gliː|sta
‘worm’ – gensg gliː|ste – accsg gliː|stu, gensg briː|ɣa ‘hill’, sviː|ća (2x) ‘candle’, gensg

sniː|ɣa ‘snow’; gensg kluː|ča ‘key’,muː|ka ‘flour’ – gensgmuː|ke – accsgmuː|ku, tuː|ɣa
‘sadness’ – gensg tuː|ge but shortening in locsg ɣrŏ|du ‘city’, gensg ɣlŏ|sa ‘voice’,
brŏ|da ‘beard’, glŏ|va ‘head’, trŏ|va ‘grass’ – gensg trŏ|ve – accsg trŏ|vu, sŏ|dit ‘to
plant’; zĭ|ma (2x) ‘winter’ (AB), gensg zĭ|da ‘wall’, živĭ|na ‘sheep’ – gensg živĭ|ne59 –
accsg živĭ|nu; gensg stŭ|pa60 ‘tree’, gensg sŭ|da ‘court of law’, dŭ|ša ‘soul’. As we can
see, vowels do not seem to behave in the same manner. Pretonic -oː- tends to
mostly be shortened in the speech of AB & DM, while pretonic -iː- and to a lesser
extent -uː- tend to be preserved in the majority of cases61 (we do not have enough
examples with -aː- to conclude anything). Pretonic oː < *aː is probably most easily
shortened because it used to be either diphthongal (and /ie̯/ and /u̯o/ are always
phonetically short pretonically) or was something like *ɒ̝ː, which made it distinct
from both /a/ and /o/ and thus inherently long by the vowel timbre only (thus,
explicit length was perhaps superfluous).

Curiously enough, HHG (: 66, cf. also 87) explicitly claim (with examples) that
pretonic <å> (my [ō]) is always shortened (which, as already seen, is not so with
my informants – especially EB), though later sådy̏t (with no length marked) is
adduced among examples said to have “very long” pretonic length (ibid. 86) and
some words have the length explicitly marked on pretonic <å>: plå̄tnȍ (ibid. 107–
108), brå̄ny̏t etc. (ibid. 123) and Konå̄lȁ (ibid. 145).62 Vermeer (1979/2016: 1–2), just
like HHG, does not include his <ọ> (HHG <å>, my [oː]) in the list of pretonic long

59 Cf. živīnȁ (HHG: 185) for the long -īn-.
60 The same in HHG: 106.
61 HHGattests the expected length inmany cases, but it is also frequentlymissing (which seems to
especially be the case in certain lists of words in the article). Cf. e. g. all lengths in place in ā-stems
like rūkȁ (: 111–112, but also an unexpected length in zmījȁ, cf. the short stand. zmìja ‘snake’), ex-
cept, as usual, in the case of pretonic <å>. For the absenceof the expectedpretonic length cf. the list
of o-stemswherewe find the length in e.  g. zūbȁ andmost such formsbut also a few forms like stŭpȁ
(: 106), the short root of i-verbs like šušȉt,dily̏t,muty̏t, etc. (: 123) or ina-verbs likepĭsȁt, skakȁt, etc. (:
125). Cf. the list of forms with short/long variants in Steinhauer 1975: 23. Thus, Vermeer’s (1979/
2016: 1) claim that HHG note pretonic length “haphazardly and incorrectly” is correct – though
pretonic length in the system of my informants AB & DM can also be called as haphazardly pre-
served/realized (this is known to occur in other Čakavian dialects as well). Ivić (1959: 1772) and
Steinhauer (1975: 23), due to inconsistent attestation of old pretonic length and frequent secondary
pretonic length (see below), doubted thephonological status of pretonic length altogether. Though
these conclusionsmay havemade certain sensewithmaterial fromHHGonly, Vermeer’s later data
as well as mymaterial prove that this is not so after all.
62 Cf. also Steinhauer 1975: 30–31 for a fewmore examples fromHHG. See below for the phonetics
of HHG <å>.
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syllables and his examples with pretonic <ọ> are all short: locsg glọdȕ, f strọhȕ, na
hlọdȕ. It may be that HHG and Vermeer both represent the Donje Selo Čakavian
norm, where pretonic [o] is mostly short (just like the diphthongs), while my data
from EB, where the long [ō] is mostly preserved (but is still the old pretonic long
vowel with most examples of shortening), may represent the more archaic Gornje
Selo Tsakavian norm. More data would be needed for final conclusions.

As we have seen, high vowels (/i/ and /u/) can be both short63 and long64 in
all stressed and first pretonic syllables. Vowel /e/ can be considered phonologi-
cally short in all positions and the same is possible for /a/ if one disregards some
special cases and a few special forms because /e/ and /a/ are almost always pho-
netically long in non-final stressed syllables (gensg /to|vara/ [to|vaːra] ‘donkey’,
/ko|pali/ [ko|paːli] ‘we dug’, /|pada/ [|paːda] ‘it falls’, /razva|rala/ [razva|raːla] (3x)
‘she spoiled’, /|nasmijala/ [|naːsmijala] ‘laughed’, etc.; /|reka(l)/ [|reːka(l)] ‘said
[mascsg]’, gensg /|mene/ [|meːne] ‘me’, /|treta/ [|treːta] ‘third [femsg]’, /|leto/ [|leːto]
‘summer’, locpl /po ̮A|merikax/ [po ̮A|meːrikax] ‘in America’, etc.) and always short
in final stressed (gensg lemuː|na ‘lemon’, se ̮smiː|ješ ‘you laugh’)65 and only syll-
ables (slȁ ‘went [femsg]’, čȅ ‘what’).66 Vowels /a/ and /e/ are very rarely realized
as phonetically short in non-final stressed syllables (not counting /ar/ and /al/
from *r̩ and *l̩, which are a special case, see below). The only real attested exam-
ples with the unlengthened non-final stressed /a/ in my data are |kladaš (2x) ‘you
put’, |svaki67 ‘every’ and accsg za ̮|mati ‘for mother’ (could be short by analogy to
the variant |mat without –i). I have short /a/ also attested in |daska (2x) ‘plank’ –
gensg |daske – nompl |daske (5x) (also DM dȁska – gensg dȁske) with no general
lengthening of non-final stressed /a/ (LSS, see below) nor with lengthening before
the cluster -sk- (LSCS, see below). Beside this, short /a/ appears also in very fre-

63 Vermeer (1975: 143) says that short /i/ and /u/ are “not only shorter, but very often considerably
lower than their long counterparts”. Unlike Vermeer, I do not find that “[i]n this respect the dialect
differs appreciably from the Serbo-Croat standard” unless Vermeer is talking not about height but
degree of centralization (as his next sentencemight imply).
64 Unlike non-high vowels,which suffered closing historically (*eː > ie̯, *oː > u̯o, *aː > oː), long high
vowels remained unchanged.
65 See below for cases like gensgmo|jeː.
66 Vermeer (1975: 141) rightly treats the always short final/monosyllabic realization /e/ and /a/ as
defective distribution and not neutralization (this is obvious from historical development as well).
However, this is not so with /o/, which Vermeer discusses in this context together with /e/ and /a/
because he does not analyze the reflex of the old *aː as /oː/. Final short -ȁ (and -ȅ) usually remain
short (the samegoes for -ȍaswell, seebelow) evenwhenanenclitic followsafter them,e. g. indobrȁ
j̮e ‘she is good’, slȁ ̮sen ‘I went [fem]’ in my material (cf. Vermeer 1975: 141 for more examples and
Kapović 2015: 610, 613, 615 for similar situations elsewhere in Čakavian).
67 Short also in Ćunski on Lošinj (Houtzagers 2003: 39).
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quent |ćaren (13x) (< *ćȁ ̮ɣren) ‘I’m going’, |ćare ‘(s)he’s going’, |ćaremo (2x) ‘we’re
going’, |ćaxomo68 (< *ćȁ ̮xo(di)mo) ‘let’s go’, and |kareš (< *kȁd ̮ɣreš) ‘when are you
going?’. Here, the first syllable must have remained short because it is still con-
nected, in spite of the pronunciation as one word, to the original monosyllabic
adverbs |ća ‘away’ and *|ka(d) (I have double |ćaren |ća ‘I’m going away’ attested
as well). From a historical perspective, Ivić (1959: 174) suggests that reflexes of the
old *ə do not lengthen,69 which appears to be born out of the material from HHG.70

For the rare, marginal and limited always long stressed /aː/ see below, after which
we shall return once more to the problem of short/long /a/.

As for the short non-final stressed /e/, I have attested in my material |rekal
‘said’ (but also |reːkal), locsg mo|jemu (2x) ‘my [masc]’ (but cf. gensg mo|jeːɣa 12x),
gensg per|šemela ‘parsley’.71, 72 The automatic lengthening of non-final /a/ and /e/
can be seen in examples like |mras ‘frost’ – gensg |mraːza, bi|ɣat ‘beetle’ – nompl

bi|ɣaːti (2x), |mat ‘mother’ – gensg |maːtere, |nas ‘ours’ – gensg |naːseɣa, ov|de ‘he-
re’ – ov|deːka ‘here’ (-ka is a suffixal particle).

Vowel /o/ has distinctive length in final (reče|mo ‘we say’ – ćaku|loː ‘(s)he
babbles’) and only syllable (|krof ‘roof’ – |doːn ‘day’).73 In non-final syllables, the
quantitative opposition is marginal because non-final phonologically short stres-

68 The same in HHG: 156.
69 A similar phenomenon is perhaps attested in Cres (Vermeer 1975: 154).
70 Cf. dȁska also in HHG (: 110) but alsomȁni (: 115) and, unquoted by Ivić, also the present a. p. B
forms tȁrin (: 120), zdȁχnen,mȁknen, usȁχnen (: 121), sȁnan, žȁnen, šȁlen (: 124) (cf. also vȁzmenand
tȁkal –Vermeer 1975: 141), and perhaps also šȁl (HHG: 123, the same inmy data) in amonosyllable
(noLSCS). Thoughnot explicitlyworkedout by Ivić, thiswouldmean that these forms still had *ə at
the time when LSS started to operate (i. e. when non-final *ȁ begin to lengthen, cf. Vermeer 1975:
154). Later, after *ə >a, this newȁwould remain short. Thiswouldmean that there is still amarginal
opposition of non-final ă (always [ă]?) and aː (rarely [ă], usually [aː]). In that case, it would not be
easy to interpret lengthened [aː] as from one phonologically short /ă/ because one would have to
assume twoshort /ă/ sounds–onewouldbe the always short /ă/ (< *ə), the otherwouldbe long /aː/
(whichwould rarely be realized as short). I cannot vouch frommymaterial that present-day /ă/ < *ə
never lengthens – however, the always short dȁska in my material (cf. also dȁska 4 x in Vermeer
1975: 141)maybe indicative. Vermeer (1975: 154–155) lists twoexceptionswith lengthening from*ə,
vȃvik and instrsg nȃmu ‘me’ – however, as he rightly notes, the length in these cases could be ana-
logical. But even if forms like dȁska or ćȁremo are synchronically always short, one may still just
posit one /ă/ and ignore the fact than in aminority of cases it is consistently realized as short (that a
number of them have an origin in historical *ə is synchronically irrelevant). Cf. also below for /ar/
and further discussion.
71 HHG (: 171, 176) has partasĩmul and sẽlen for ‘parsley’.
72 Cf. sȅdan (2x), dȅset (4x) in Vermeer 1975: 141.
73 Final short -ȍ usually remains short (the same goes for -ȅ and -ȁ as well) even when an enclitic
follows it, e. g. in kakȍ ̮ćeš ‘howwill you’, kakȍ ̮se (2x) ‘howdoes it’ inmy data (cf. Vermeer 1975: 141
for more examples).
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sed /ŏ/ is predominantly realized as phonetically long (as [oː]), just like with the
other non-high vowels (see above).74 Cf. the examples with the phonetically long
realization of non-final stressed short /ŏ/ (the long realization is usually centrali-
zed in EB’s variety, which we mark here in []): accsg /ka|rotu/ [ka|rɵːtu] (2x) ‘car-
rot’, instrsg /va|poron/ [va|pɵːron] ‘by boat’, locsg /f ̮ko|nobici/ [f ̮ko|nɵːbici] ‘in a
little tavern’, /|ɣori/ [|ɣɵːri] ‘up’, etc. (see more examples below where we will talk
about centralization of the stressed non-final /ŏ/). However, unlike /ă/ and /ĕ/,
words with unlengthened non-final stressed /ŏ/ are rather numerous,75 cf. |doma76

(10x) ‘at home’, |boze! (4x)/|bože! ‘god!’, gensg |roda ‘kin’ (also |rɵːda) – instrsg
|rodon, accpl |rozi (5x) ‘horns’ (also AB), nompl Sansi|gote ‘inhabitants of Susak
[fem]’, accsg |ploču ‘plate’ (also |plɵːču), |počal ‘he began’, nompl |krovi ‘roofs’, AB
accpl kami|žoti ‘traditional skirt’, DM gensg |nosa ‘nose’, etc. Thus, length opposi-
tion in non-final o appears in cases like |doma ‘at home’ (dȍma < old *dȍma) as
opposed to |doːla (dõla < old *dãla) ‘she gave’. Here, as already said, phonologi-
cally short /ŏ/ is mostly long (but can sometimes be realized as short), but /oː/ is
always long in forms like |doːla (where oː originates in *aː).77 The reason why the
short (unlengthened) realization of the phonologically short non-final stressed
/ŏ/ is much more frequent than the short (unlengthened) realizations of the pho-
nologically short non-final stressed /ă/ and /ĕ/ could perhaps be due to the fact

74 The vowel /o/ behaves just like /a/ and /e/, the only difference being the opposition to /oː/
(which historically originated in old *aː, see below).
75 The inconsistent lengthening of (non-high) stressed vowels in usual in Čakavian, cf. Kapović
2015: 606–619.
76 Vermeer (1975: 140–141) also attests always short dȍma (10x) for Susak. Short dȍma appears
also inĆunski on Lošinj (Houtzagers 2003: 39). For some reason, certainwords escape lengthening
in anumber ofČakaviandialects (cf. here also Benić 2014: 113 for some connections toHoutzagers).
77 Though short /ŏ/ is usually realized as short in some forms, likedȍma, whether there is actually
anyphonological differenceof short and long realizationsof the old short stressednon-final *ŏ (my
/ŏ/) as Vermeer (1975: 140) posits is questionable (the same as with /ă/, see below). Such short
realizations, though staunch in certain cases, are still marginal. Also, despite short dȍma being
attested numerous times and consistently by both Vermeer and me (see above), a lengthened ver-
sion still occurs aswell– dõ̹ma inHHG: 157 and see below for the form fromYoutube.We cannot be
sure that some cases of non-final stressed /ŏ/ are indeed always realized as short– if so, thatwould
be an interesting case of lexical diffusion (cf. Labov 1994: 421–439),which is indeedpresent at least
when it comes to frequency of certain realizations. Likewise, we cannot be sure that themajority of
cases with the long realization of /ŏ/ cannot (if only rarely) be realized as short. Thus, the only
secure opposition seems to be the one between /ŏ/ (realized as [ŏ] or [oː] originating in the old *ŏ)
and /oː/ (always realized long, originating in the old *aː) as in dȍma and dõla.
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that this short /ŏ/ can indeed stand in opposition to long /oː/ (derived historically
from old *aː), while this is not the case with /ă/ (long /aː/ is marginal or limited to
sequences /aːr/, /aːl/ – see below) and /ĕ/ (old long *eː diphthongized).78 This
opposition of non-final stressed /ŏ/ (predominantly [oː]) and /oː/ (always [oː]) is
also probably the reason for the centralization of the phonologically short non-
final stressed /ŏ/ (in EB’s Susak variety) – innovative centralization (that occurs
usually when the phonologically short /ŏ/ is realized as phonetically long) main-
tains the opposition even when /ŏ/ is lengthened.79

Though distinctive vowel quantity very much exists on Susak, it is nonethe-
less weakening as a feature and one can envision a future dialect (but perhaps in
not such a near future) with no distinctive length. The weakening of length can be
seen in cases where long vowels are sometimes realized phonetically rather short
(though still distinct from the phonologically short vowels) in monosyllabic
words, e. g. in |piːr ‘wedding’, |miːx ‘wineskin’ (the “neo-acute” realization of pĩr
and mĩx is short but still distinct from the realization of the phonologically short
syllables such as /|miš/ [|mɨš] ‘mouse’80). Length as the main feature of distinction
is also having less of a role in case of the short (usually stressed and non-final) /ĭ/
and phonologically short (but mostly realized as long) stressed non-final /ŏ/.81 In
both cases, the (phonologically) short vowels are phonetically centralized, which
reinforces (and in a way transforms) the original quantitative opposition.

Thus, |dit ‘grandfather’ and |diːm ‘smoke’ no longer differ only in length but
also in vowel quality because the short i is phonetically centralized: dȉt vs. dĩm.

78 However, this would go against the proposition that old *aː first yielded a diphthong (see be-
low).
79 While the situation is synchronically and phonologically clear (the short /ŏ/ centralizes when
phonetically lengthenedand thealways long /oː/ < *aːnever centralizes) it is abitmore complicated
phonetically andhistorically. The centralizationmusthave started togetherwith the lengtheningof
old non-final *ȍ, with the aim of it remaining different from the oː < *aː. That would mean that the
centralization is asoldas the lengtheningof stressednon-finalnon-highvowels (LSS)–however, in
that case it would be strange that nobody has attested the centralization of /ŏ/ prior to this paper.
Perhaps it was previously phonetically less salient and/or limited to certain speakers only.
80 The long [oː] in e. g. bu̯õx ‘god’ or DM riẽ̯p ‘tail’ can also be realized shorter but still not comple-
tely short and with a clear allotonic “neo-acute” pitch.
81 In a radio recording of some folk songs from Susak (kindly provided byMarta Fazlić), there is a
clear centralization of /u/ in two examples: vocsg |duːšo! ‘honey! [literally: soul]’ and locsg tan|cu
‘dance’. However, this I havenotheard fromanyofmy informants. It is possible that thisdoes occur
in the dialect variety of certain other speakers from Susak. It could be that Vermeer (1979/2016: 14)
mentions the centralization of u (together with i) in this passage: “short stressed vowels are unusu-
ally short in the dialect, with a timbre difference additionally being involved in the case of i and u.”
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The other difference is in pitch (though there is no real pitch distinction in the
dialect) – even if the vowel in dĩm is not realized as phonetically very long, it still
has a level pitch distinct from the sharply falling pitch in dȉt. So what we can
phonologically interpret as a short/long distinction is in phonetic reality more
complex – a quantitative distinction but also a qualitative distinction in both vo-
wel and pitch quality. It is somewhat similar, but different, with stressed /ŏ/ in
non-final syllables (though only in EB’s dialect variety where stressed non-final
/ŏ/ is centralized). The phonologically short /ŏ/ in /|molin/ ‘I pray’ differs from
phonologically long /oː/ in /|mloːtin/ ‘I thrash’ not through quantitative oppositi-
on82 (because, short stressed /ŏ/ in non-final syllables is mostly realized as pho-
netically long) but through a qualitative opposition, the phonologically short /ŏ/
being phonetically centralized – [|mɵːlin] : [|mloːtin]. Thus, centralization is here
an additional trait distinguishing /ĭ/ and /ŏ/ from /iː/ and /oː/. Meanwhile, the
long /oː/ (originating in old long *aː) is never centralized. As already said, this
opposition through vowel quality is slowly encroaching on the quantitative op-
position being the most important one and though centralization can still be re-
garded as completely redundant and allophonic, it could theoretically take on a
more distinctive role in the future of the dialect.83

Though the centralization processes of both /ĭ/ and /ŏ/ are products of a so-
mewhat similar general tendency, they are nonetheless very different:

a) the centralization of /ĭ/ is present in the dialect of all my informants (EB as
well as AB & DM), well-attested by HHG already, just like it is very frequently
attested elsewhere in Čakavian all along the Adriatic84 – on the other hand,

82 Cf. the oldest Čakavian (still attested in some dialects)mȍlīn :mlãtīn.
83 However, I have to stress that I have no information on how widespread the centralization of
non-final stressed /ŏ/ actually is on Susak since it is present only in the idiolect of one of my infor-
mants (but see the following footnote). Subsequently, it is impossible to guess what could happen
in the Susak dialect in the future – for instance, it is theoretically possible that the centralization of
/ŏ/ is a moribund phenomenon on Susak or that the younger speakers tend to merge non-final /ŏ/
and /oː/ (whether by discarding the centralization or by applying it to /oː/ as well). Of course, the
dialectmay easily die out altogether in the future as well, especially considering the very lownum-
ber of speakers.
84 Traditionallymarked as <y> (thus also in HHG). Vermeer (1975: 143) calls HHG <y> “enigmatic”
for some reason and is not aware that one is dealing with centralization here (though that is quite
clear from the trapezoid in HHG: 64). This centralization of short /i/ is hardly as exotic (for
Čakavian) as Vermeer’s (1979/2016: 14) commentmakes it seem.
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the centralization of /ŏ/ is present only in the system of one of my informants
(EB),85 and seems to be rare in Čakavian in general;86

b) with /ĭ/, the centralization is most frequent and stable in stressed non-final
and final closed syllables, but it appears, though highly infrequently, in pre-
tonic, non-final posttonic, and final open syllables (stressed and unstressed)
as well – with /ŏ/, the centralization is limited exclusively to (almost always
lengthened) stressed non-final syllables;

c) with /ĭ/, the centralization occurs only after anterior consonants (labial and
dental/alveolar),87 while with /ŏ/ it seems to appear in all positions: after all
consonants – or at least after anterior ones and velars (I have no data on
postalveolars and palatals)88 – in the beginning of the word and after vowels
(in hyatus);

85 As to the questionwhyEB’s variety of the Susak dialect has [ɵ] andAB&DM’s does not, I do not
think that it is possible that AB & DM deliberately suppressed this dialect feature duringmywhole
interviewwith them. This difference is most likely just one more case of different features in Donje
Selo Čakavian of AB & DM and Gornje Selo Tsakavian of EB. In any case, the centralization of /ŏ/ is
certainly a feature of at least some of the speakers of the Susak dialect – cf. on https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=jjId5lkra48 (Last accessed: April 16th 2019) the words dɵ͂ma ‘at home’ (28:25)
anddɵ͂le ‘down’ (28:19, should have the final -i in the pure dialect) uttered by an older female Susak
speaker. HHG (: 43, 69) claim that õ in open syllables is very open (andmention no centralization).
Vermeer (1975: 142), usinga tape recordingbyHHG, says that “[t]he realizationof /ō/ [i. e. theold *o,
comment by M. K.] is approximately as low as that of short /o/ in the speech of most born inhabi-
tantsofBelgrade (especiallyyounggirls)”,whichwouldmake it [ɔ], or exactlywhatHHGclaim([ɔ] <
*o as opposed to [o̞] < *aː, see below). Further on, Vermeer (1979/2016: 2), after spending some
weeks on Susak in 1979, says that “[s]ome vowels show considerable allophonic variation, in parti-
cular (my) /i, ā, ō/.”Vermeer (personal communication in 2019) clarifies: “The lengthened short *o
(of thenosi type) hada fairlywide range and couldwell be described as centralized-like someof the
time.” Shrager (2011) notes the reflex of old *o as <o>, but calls it, somewhat unclearly, “closed” [o]
(: 212) in opposition to her [ɔ] for old *aː (see below)–however, the reliability of her description and
notation is questionable (cf. the critique of some traits of her data in Kapović [to appear a]). All this
would, on the first glance, point to the conclusion that the pronunciation of /o/ (< *o)was probably
[ɔ] in the early 1950’s (according to HHG and Vermeer), perhaps adding a centralized variant in the
late 1970’s (according to Vermeer) and today on Susak either [o̞] or usually [ŏ̞/ɵː] perhaps depend-
ing on the variety of the Susak dialect. However, as we have already said, that cannot explain why
the centralizationoccurs in the caseof phonologically short /ŏ/ only. The centralization is probably
much older and it may have just been unnoticed in previous research on Susak (perhaps because it
wasmuch less phonetically salient than it is now). For allophonic variationwith /ā/ see below.
86 MislavBenić (personal communication) confirms that aphonetic centralizationof lengthenedo
is a feature of the Čakavian dialect of Kali on the island of Ugljan as well (which is well to the south
of Susak but is also a Central Ikavian-Ekavian Čakavian dialect).
87 At least in mymaterial. Cf. also Ivić 1959: 175. This includes alveolar [č]̳, [ž]̳, [š]̳ as well.
88 This is also historically conditioned – originally, there was no *o after *č, *ž, *š, *nj, *lj, *tj in
Slavic.
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d) with /ĭ/, the centralization occurs without any correlation to the lengthening
process (short /ĭ/ does not lengthen), while with /ŏ/ the centralization is al-
most always connected to the long phonetic realization of stressed non-final
phonologically short /ŏ/.

The centralization of /ĭ/ occurs usually (not always, but in majority of cases) in
non-final (and closed final) stressed syllables after labials (bilabials and labio-
dentals) and dentals/alveolars.89 Sometimes, the centralization fails to occur in
those conditions. Here is a detailed exemplification90 of the process with the stres-
sed /ĭ/ (from the available material):

Table 3: Centralization of stressed /ĭ/

phoneme examples of centralization lack of centralization

/p/ na|ɨli ‘they drank [masc]’, se
[...)]|pɨni ‘it foams’

/b/ u|bɨje ‘it kills’, po|bɨrat ‘to pick up’

/m/ |mɨsec ‘month’, u|mɨremo ‘we die’

/v/ |vɨdin ‘I see’, |vɨše ‘more’ |vidila ‘I saw [fem]’, za ̮|svix ‘for all’

/t/ gensg bo|tɨle ‘bottle’, če|tɨre ‘four’ če|tire, locpl po ̮|tix ‘on that [fem]’

/d/ xo|dɨt ‘to walk’, ne|dɨla ‘Sunday’ DM sŏ|dit ‘to plant’

/r/ |rɨzat ‘to cut’, nao|štrɨt ‘to sharpen’ |prija ‘before’, lika|rica ‘female
doctor’

/l/ bo|lɨt ‘to hurt’, so|lɨt ‘to salt’, |lɨze
‘he slithers’

accpl ve|liki ‘big [indef. masc]’, ko|liki
‘how big’, kra|lica ‘queen’

/c/ |fcɨć ‘doggy’, |fcɨna ‘(big) dog’

/s/ no|sɨt(i) ‘to carry’, no|sɨli ‘they
carried [masc]’, |sɨla ‘much’

/č/ [c̺]91 o|c̺ɨs̺timo ‘we clean’, gensg |c̺ɨs̺te
‘clean [fem]’92

89 Cf. HHG: 68.Most of the examples inHHGagreewithmydata (but see below for a few examples
with centralization after /j/ and /k/ in HHG).
90 The phoneme /f/ is not so frequent and I have no examples with it (cf. fȉnyt, fȉnyl without it –
HHG: 138, 158). Accidentally, I seem to have no attested examples (or counterexamples) with /n/
and /z/ as well – cf. zvony̏t (HHG: 68) etc. and vozy̏la (: 144), kozy̏cina (: 138, cf. also mužȉna but
Tsakavianmuzy̏na – cf. HHG: 116, 137–138).
91 Onlywhenallophonically realizedas analveolar. There is no centralization after thepostalveo-
lar /č/.
92 Cf. also kvaič̯ȉć but kvaic̯y̏ć (HHG: 68).
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After other consonants (postalveolars, palatals and velars), there is no centraliza-
tion in my material: cf. klu|čić ‘little key’,93 bal|šina (a nickname of a woman, lite-
rally: ‘big flea’), |šiješ ‘you sew’, AB bri|žina94 ‘big hill’, DM |žila ‘tendon’, |jima (5x)
‘he has’, zbro|jit ‘to count’, DM ja|jina ‘rust’,95 netja|kina ‘niece’,96 etc. The stressed
final open syllable is almost never centralized, cf. locsg Se|li ‘in the Village [upper
part of Susak]’, accpl po ̮kab|li ‘for the buckets’,mo|li ‘to pray’, no|si ‘to carry’, locsg

na ̮škiː|ni ‘on the back’, etc. The only two examples of final open stressed centrali-
zed -i I have attested are nompl po|pɨ (3x) ‘priests’ and datsg te|bɨ ‘to you’.97 Un-
stressed /ĭ/ is usually uncentralized. However, I have attested a couple of exam-
ples with centralization as well. Pretonically I have only dɨ|ca98 (and di|ca) ‘chil-
dren’ and AB bri|žina ‘big hill’ attested.99 Posttonically, I have EB |baːbɨca100

‘female crab (Maja squinado)’, se ̮mȕčɨ̳š ̳‘you struggle’ (after the alveolar allopho-
ne of /č/101), AB |soːdɨmo ‘we plant’ and DM nompl |braːtɨ ‘brothers’ attested. EB’s
[|naː p̮ər] (7x)102 ‘to the wedding’ (from |piːr ‘wedding’) must have the rare allopho-
nic [ə] for posttonic [ɨ]103 (also an allophone of /ĭ/) – thus, it must be phonemically
/|na ̮pir/ (with /ĭ/ > [ɨ] > [ə]).

As already said, the centralization of stressed non-final /ŏ/ occurs only in the
idiolect of EB (and perhaps of the whole upper part of Susak?) and is not common
elsewhere in Čakavian.104 It occurs predominantly when /ŏ/ is realized as phone-
tically long (e. g. /ŏ/ is centralized in |mɵːlin but not in non-lengthened |doma ‘at
home’). Unlike the centralized /ĭ/, which occurs only after labials and dentals/
alveolars, the centralization of /ŏ/ occurs in all conditions. Phonetically, centrali-
zation can sometimes be slightly less strong, e.  g. not exactly [ɵ] but [o̟] – for in-

93 Centralization after č (probably [č]̳) is not rare in HHG, cf. e. g. kolačy̏na but also kolačȉć (: 163).
94 Cf. Brižy̏na (HHG: 153) with a reverse centralization (probably after [ž]̳).
95 HHG (: 68) explicitly say that there is no centralization after /j/ but later adduce dažjy̏lo (: 107),
jy̏dro (: 107–108), kajy̏ćina (: 137–138).
96 HHG adduce Zaky̏ta (: 68) and se sky̏sa (: 137).
97 Cf. teby̏ also in HHG: 52. The final -y̏ is not rare in HHG, cf. e. g. locsg jūsy̏ (: 162).
98 Cf. dycȁ (HHG: 68).
99 Cf. ɣryšy̏na in HHG: 67.
100 Cf. bãbica without centralization (HHG: 155) but sȕknyca, kȕcyca with it (HHG: 68). Centrali-
zation in this position is not rare in HHG.
101 Cf. also šy̏lo (HHG: 70), which was alsomost likely alveolar [š]̳.
102 Cf. also nã pər in HHG (: 69). Vermeer (1975: 141) writes it as nȃ per.
103 This is the only reduction I have attested in my material – HHG (: 69, 76) have much more of
them and of various types (cf. the full list in Steinhauer 1975: 22–23).
104 The phoneme /o/ can be centralized (usually phonetically) in someKajkavian dialects, howe-
ver.
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stance, se|bɵːta (3x) ‘Saturday’ with very strong centralization but u|to̟ːrak (2x)
‘Tuesday’ with slight centralization. First we shall adduce examples for the usual
long realization of /ŏ/ with centralization: gensg |ɵːca ‘father’, gensg |ɵː s̮rama ‘out
of shame’, na|ɵːštriš ‘you sharpen up’, |bɵːca ‘bottle’, |mɵːren (4x) ‘I can’, |mɵːlin ‘I
pray’, |nɵːno ‘grandpa’, |dɵːli ‘down’, |dvɵːri (4x) ‘courtyards’, u|lɵːviš ‘you catch’,
|nɵːsi ‘(s)he carries’, se ̮|skɵːti ‘reproduces (of worms)’, |xɵːdan ‘I walk’, genpl |ɣɵːdiš
‘years’ etc. However, there are also less usual examples with /ŏ/ [oː] without cen-
tralization, cf. ɣo|voːru ‘they speak’, ɣa|roːful(i) ‘flower(s)’, nompl |noːve (2x) ‘new
[neut]’ (but nompl |nɵːvi ‘new [masc]’), nompl |doːbri ‘good [masc]’ (but also |dɵːbri
(2x)), locpl po ̮|boːcax ‘in the bottles’. However, these phonologically short /ŏ/
phonemes (realized phonetically as long non-centralized [oː]) can be centralized
([ɵː]), as opposed to the phonologically long /oː/ (like |doːla ‘I gave’, |mloːtin ‘I
thrash’ or |zvoːli ‘called [mascpl]’), derived from the old *aː, which can never under
any circumstances be centralized. Thus, in spite of the fact that both /ŏ/ and /oː/
can sometimes be neutralized as [oː] on the surface, they still remain distinct in
the deep structure. The centralization of /ŏ/ without lengthening is very rare. I
have the following examples attested – |mɵre ‘(s)he can’ (together with |mɵːre
(5x)), nompl |ɣɵsti ‘guests’ (together with |ɣosti (3x)), nompl |šɵldi ‘money’105 and
gensg |o̟ca ‘father’ (also |ɵːca).

As we have seen, the only vowel to have a simple and clear-cut quantitative
opposition in all positions (stressed non-final, stressed monosyllables/final, pre-
tonic) is /u/ : /uː/. With the other four monophthongs, things are more complex –
short /i/ is centralized after anterior consonants, phonologically short /o/ is usu-
ally long in non-final syllables and also centralized, phonologically short /e/ is
usually long in non-final syllables and real long /e/ does not exist, phonologically
short /a/ is usually long in non-final syllables and real long /a/ exists only margi-
nally.

As already noted in passing, phonologically long stressed (and pretonic) non-
final /aː/ (opposing the long allophone [aː] from stressed non-final /ă/) does exist.
However, this phonological /aː/ is very limited and/or marginal in its occurrences.
There are two instances when this stressed non-final and pretonic phonological
/aː/ occurs – in the reflexes of the old long syllabic liquids *r̩ː and *l̩ː and in a few
cases where /aː/ is used under the influence of the standard language instead of
the expected (or variant) local /oː/ (which originated in the old *aː).

105 Note also that there is no lengthening before the consonantal clusters (LSCS – see below) in
ɣȍsti/ɣɵ̏stiand šɵ̏ldi. The secondword is, of course, ofRomanceoriginbut the lengtheningoccurs in
someof those aswell (cf. gensg fu̯õrce (4x) ‘force’ – though thismaybe the preresonant lengthening
as well).
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The Susak dialect no longer has the syllabic *r̩ and *l̩, which respectively
developed into /ar/ and /al/ (sometimes also /u/ in case of the latter, as in the
standard and the majority of Čakavian and Štokavian dialects).106 The quantita-
tive development of these /ar/ and /al/ is somewhat complex. Short old syllabic
resonants yielded short /ar/ and /al/ (which are not lengthened even by the
usual lengthening of stressed non-final /ă/!), while long *r̩ː (if not shortened
sporadically while still syllabic) and *l̩ː yielded long /aːr/ and /aːl/.107 For the
short reflexes cf. the stressed |parst ‘finger’ (DM), gensg z ̮|barda ‘from the hill’
and |valna (5x) ‘wool’ and pretonic gensg var|xa ‘hilltop’108 and bal|xa (4x) ‘flea’
(cf. stand. pȑst, bȑda, vȕna, vr̀ha, bùha). For the long reflexes, cf. the stressed
|čaːrf ‘worm’ – nompl |čaːrvi ‘worms’, |paːlš ‘snail’ – gensg |paːlža109 and pretonic
tvaːr|da (3x) ‘firm [femsg]’110 (cf. stand. cȓv – cȓvi, pȗž – púža, tvŕda).111 Now, as
already said, the stressed short /ăr/ and /ăl/ never lengthen (unlike other cases
of stressed /ă/, as we have seen). Likewise, pretonic long /aːr/ (I have no attes-
tation of /aːl/) experiences no change of /aː/ to /oː/, as is the case with the old
long /aː/ in general.

106 Cf.HHG: 75 (I have sũnce (3x) ‘sun’,pũn ‘full’, stũp ‘tree’and vũk ‘wolf’attested inmydatawith
this reflex). Cf. the comment in Ivić 1959: 174 andVermeer 1975: 155–157 (who thinks the formswith
the reflex u are older loanwords from other dialects).
107 Steinhauer (1975: 26–27) is unnecessarily cautious about this.
108 The length in vãrx (10x) ‘top’must be original (as in čãrf ‘worm’), while the oblique cases have
a secondary short pretonic syllable (gensg varxȁ). Cf. the same inŠtok. (Vuk’s dictionary) vȓh–gensg

vr̀ha (though the parallel may not be exact due to instability of Štokavian /h/).
109 This unexpected accent (cf. Štok. gensgpúža, accentual paradigmB)maybe due to a tendency
to eradicate themarginal pretonic /aː/ in the expected original *paːl|ža.
110 But cf. četvărtȁk ‘Thursday’without the expected length. Thismust be an older sporadic shor-
tening of *r̩ː well-attested in Čakavian and Štokavian (cf. Kapović 2015: 745–746). Cf. for this also
DM tȁrsje ‘vine’ (the same inHHG: 75– cf. stand. tȓs(je)) andmȁrtvi (Vermeer 1975: 141). HHG’s (: 65)
genpl variant dȁrf (cf. stand. genpl dŕvā ‘wood’) is analogical to darvȍ < *dȁrvo (with a secondary
oxytonesis, very frequent inČakavian, by analogy to the old nompl *drvȁ)– the original form is dȃrf
(: 75).
111 Cf. HHG: 65, 75 for the same reflexes (also Vermeer 1975: 155). However, Steinhauer (1975: 25–
26) lists some examples with variant short/long /a(ː)r/ in HHG. Of those, tȁlkal (cf. stand. tȗkao) is
probably not phonetic, cf. Senj tȕkal (Moguš 2002); tãrste is an archaism (cf. inmydata gensg tãrsta
‘cane’ – accpl tãrste (2x) as well) and tȁrst must be secondary (cf. Štokavian tȓst – ARj), while the
variants pȁrvo and pãrvomay correspond to Štokavian variants pȑvō and pȓvō. On the other hand,
dãlɣo, vãrse, pãrsta, zãrna, vãrzemo, zãrcalo (and perhaps spãrtit) definitely have a secondary
length (cf. stand. dȕgo, vȑše, pȑsta, zȑna, vȑžēmo, zȑcalo). I do not have such examples in mymate-
rial–however,DMgensgpȁrsta ‘finger’ (andother formsof thisword) are phoneticallypronounced
slightly longer (due to -rst- following it), thoughnotwith ̋ . Secondary long /aːr/ forms inHHGmay
perhaps be a reflection of such a phonetic phenomenon. Cf. also a somewhat similar secondary
lengthening of /arC/ in Ćunski on Lošinj (Houtzagers 2003: 35).
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Ivić (1959: 174) thinks that /aR/ never lengthens and /aːR/ never closes becau-
se they were still *əR and *əːR112 at the time when lengthening and closing of *aː
started to operate (cf. above for *ə > ȁ without lengthening in forms like dȁska).
The change to /aR/ and /aːR/ would then occur only after ȁ > ã and ā > ō in non-
final position. There is no data for Susak, but on the near-by Lošinj, /ar/ and /al/
appeared already in the 16th century (HHG: 22) so that would push the lengthe-
ning (LSS – see below) far back, which is suspicious (of course old Lošinj <ar/al>
may have been [ər/əl]). An additional problem with relating *ə > ȁ without leng-
thening as in dȁska (see above) with /aR/ is that long /aːR/ does not close, while
old long *əː does (cf. dõn ‘day’ in my data and tå ‘this’ –HHG: 66).113 The other way
to interpret this kind of unusual behavior would perhaps be to suppose a special
phonological status of the stressed /ăr/, /ăl/ and stressed/pretonic long /aːr/, /aːl/
. The short and long /ă/aː/ in these cases behave not as separate and regular /ă/aː/
but as a part of special /ăr/ăl/ and /aːr/aːl/ unitary sequences. Since these sequen-
ces originate in syllabic liquids, it would perhaps not be strange that they would
still be treated as one unit and not as a sequence of /a/ plus a liquid. In any case,
synchronically /a(ː)R/ seems to have a special position in the system.

Outside of the reflexes of old syllabic liquids, a long [aː] – not originating from
phonetic/allophonic lengthening of the non-final stressed short /ă/ but inherently
long – occurs, as already said, in some probably standard-influenced forms, whe-
re we find /aː/ instead of the expected /oː/ (in both final/monosyllabic, non-final
and even pretonic position). Cf. |vraːx ‘devil’ – gensg |vraːɣa (instead of **|vroːx114),
|smraːt ‘smell’ (instead of the expected **|smroːt115), DM xraː|na ‘food’ (this could
just be a simple case of partial code-switching) instead of the expected EB xroː|na.

112 This would be expected in light of the development in surrounding dialects (Vermeer 1975:
155).
113 Thiswouldmean that first *əː > *aː (later > [oː]) as indõn, thennon-final *ȁ >ã (as in gensgbrãta
‘brother’), and only then *ə(R) > ă(R) (as in dȁska and bȁrdo) and *əːR > aːR (as in pãlš) – cf. also
Vermeer 1975: 156. This kind of development looks complicated though it is not impossible.
114 This happens in other Čakavian dialects in this very word, cf. Houtzagers 2003: 357, which is
probably influenced by the standard pronunciation, perhaps involving the influence of “church”
pronunciation, due to religious connotationsof theword, in this case (cf. alsoSteinhauer 1975: 266).
Perhaps similarly, the place of accent can also be influenced by the “church” pronunciation – see
below.However, Imust addhere that at least inStandardCroatian, theword vrȃg ‘devil’ is not really
used in ecclesiastical language – this is more an everyday (colloquial) word (most often used in
non-religiousmeanings), while sotòna ‘Satan’ and đȁvao (đȁvō) ‘devil’ are used in formal religious
contexts for a supernatural entity in Christianmythology.
115 Actually attested in HHG: 104 (but with their <å>, of course). However, cf. the verb smrãdit
with -a- in a. p.A (cf. Latvian smar̂ds for the recessive acute) anda strangepretonic -ā- in the variant
smrādy̏t (HHG: 177), see above.
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In any case, such examples (like vrãx) are rare and marginal and perhaps some of
them (like xrānȁ) are not even a stable feature of the system.

Finally, what can one say on the phoneme /a/? Basically, in both non-final
and final (monosyllabic) position the distinction of short /ă/ and long /aː/ is non-
existent to very marginal. In non-final position one finds three types of /a/:

Table 4: Types of /a/ on Susak

always (?) short but limited
in number

predominantly long and only
very rarely realized as short
(most words)

always long but very rare

dȁska, ćȁren krãva but mȁti (also mãtere) vrãɣa

In final/monosyllabic position, there is a very marginal opposition of stressed /ă/
and /aː/ as in prȁx ‘doorstep’ (a large number of words) and vrãx ‘devil’ (a few
words only). Generally, we may conclude that /a/ does have distinctive quantity
but that the opposition is very marginal.

Vermeer (1979/2016: 2, cf. also Vermeer 1975: 143) notes that “/ā/ is often so-
mewhat rounded, in particular in the neighbourhood of labial and velar conso-
nants and/or in emotionally coloured speech”. I have only one such example at-
tested: gensg |bạːnde [ɒ̝ː] (3x) ‘side’.

Diphtongs /ie̯/ and /u̯o/ (e. g. EB |rie̯ːkla ‘she said’, |smu̯oːkva ‘fig’) appear in
the same positions as long high vowels (in stressed syllables and first pretonic
syllable before a short stressed syllable) and can be treated as phonologically
always long (though not always phonetically realized as such).116 The diphthong
/u̯o/ is always realized as a diphthong,117 the only variation being that it is usually
phonetically long when stressed (e. g. |bu̯oːx (7x) ‘god’) but not consistently (cf.
also the variant |bu̯ŏx (4x) [bu̯ȍx] ‘god’),118 while it is always short in pretonic
position (EB bu̯olnȁ (2x) ‘painful [femsg]’).119 The allophonic realizations of the

116 Vermeer (1975: 144) interprets the diphthongs as “neutral as to quantity” (which is not true
because they behave as long vowels, most often have the long syllabic part when stressed and are
indeed long vowels in origin – they are “neutral” only in the sense that there can be no short/long
opposition on them) but always uses < ̑ > on them.
117 HHG(: 62) seem to imply that older people still sometimes pronounced o instead of u̯o at the
time (cf. Steinhauer 1975: 27 for possible examples of that). Cf. Steinhauer 1975: 24 for variant reali-
zations of /u̯o/ in HHG.
118 HHG (: 70) also has ȕo (<ȕo> as they write it), as in bȕok, which does not appear inmy data.
119 Of course, old pretonic *ōwas verymarginal (since Common Slavic *o was originally short by
nature) and thus pretonic /u̯o/ is also rare (cf. also Vermeer 1975: 142). In bu̯olnȁ the long *ō is
obviously the result of preresonant lengthening (before -ln-, see below). Steinhauer (1975: 32)
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diphthong /ie̯/ are far more varied. Sometimes it is realized as a real diphthong
but not always (/i/̯ is often realized as the approximant [j]).120 Likewise, though
/ie̯/ is phonologically always long, it is not always phonetically long – and not
only in pretonic position (like the other diphthong) but also sometimes in final
stressed syllable in polysyllabic words (similar to the mentioned variant bu̯ȍx).

The realizations of diphthong /ie̯/ differ on whether they occur in stressed or
unstressed position and whether they are in non-final or final syllable (in a poly-
syllabic word). In stressed non-final syllables it appears as:121

a) [ie̯ː], e. g. instrsg |vie̯ːtron ‘wind’
b) [jeː], e. g. gensg |vjeːtra ‘wind’

In stressed final open syllable (in polysyllables):

c) [ie̯ː], e. g. gensg vo|die̯ː ‘water’ (real diphthong)
d) [ie̯], e. g. že|rie̯ ‘it itches’ [žeriȅ̯],122 gensg vo|die̯ ‘water’ [vodiȅ̯] (real diphthong

but short)123

e) [jeː], e. g. re|čjeː ‘says’, se ̮zo|vjeː ‘is called’, z o̮v|jeː ‘from this [fem]’
f) [je], e. g. zo|vje ‘calls’, po|mjest ‘to sweep’, instrsg no|žjen ‘knife’

A special case is after /j/ in final syllable:

g) [eː], gensg mo|jeː (11x) ‘my [femsg]’124

In pretonic position:125

thinks that unstressed (= pretonic) u̯o is always analogical (cf. the variant bolnȁ – HHG: 114, 184),
which is not impossible (bu̯olnȁ could theoretically be due to analogy to the definite stem-stressed
form).
120 This tendency of consonantification is noted already in HHG: 58.
121 Cf. Steinhauer 1975: 24 for all the variants of /ie̯/ in HHG.
122 Also žerjȅ.
123 Cf. also AB pa|die̯ [padiȅ̯] (2x) ‘it falls’ and HHG (: 168) zoviȅ.
124 HHG (: 116) has the usual diphthong inmojiẽ. However, cf. čarjiȇn but also čarjẽn (Steinhauer
1975: 32).
125 HHG: 59 also seems to attest only short diphthongal pretonic realizations for both /ie̯/ and
/u̯o/. Steinhauer (1975: 32) is clearly wrong in claiming the unstressed (= pretonic) /ie̯/ is “always
caused by analogy”.
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h) [ie̯], e. g. srie̯|da ‘Wednesday’, pie̯|tak ‘Friday’ (real diphthong but short)126

i) [i.e], e. g. gensg tie|ɣa (2x) ‘vineyard’, tie|ac (3x) ‘calf’127

j) [je], e. g. DM128 gensg rje|pa ‘tail’, DM pje|ta ‘heel’

In monosyllabic words:

k) [ie̯ː], e. g. |pie̯ːt ‘five’ (real diphthong)
l) [i.e], e. g. gensg |kie [kȉe] ‘which [femsg]’,129 gensg o ̮|tie [o ̮tȉe] (4x) ‘of that

[femsg]’130

There are perhaps other allophones of /ie̯/ that I do not have attested in my ma-
terial by chance. The basic realizations are the diphthongal long ones (a), c), k)),
which develop into short diphthongal realizations because diphthongs are pho-
nologically long as such and need not be phonetically long (d), h)). The first part
of the diphthong can be consonantified (b), e), f), j)),131 the diphthong can split
into two syllables (l), i)) or the first [i]̯ can disappear by dissimilation after /j/ (g)).
The second part of the diphthong is stressed in all cases ([(i/̯j)ẽ/ȇ/ȅ] except in
disyllabic reflexes in monophthongs (l)), where the stress is on the first syllable
([ȉ.e]).132

From a diachronic perspective, we can say that there was no phonetic re-
tractions of stress. There are the usual morphonological “retractions” as in the
femsg l-participle (|doːla ‘she gave’, |rie̯ːkla ‘she said’)133 and other analogies
(|naːbrala ‘she gathered’,134 also gensg |puːta ‘way’, |mie̯ːtla by analogy to accsg
|mie̯ːtlu ‘broomstick’ etc.). In ā-stems, especially in gensg, there is a tendency for
an unexpected root-stress in some a. p. C nouns (especially with the youngest
speaker DM), cf. gensg DM |ɣloːve ‘head’, |duːše ‘soul’ but EB older ɣloː|ve, duː|še

126 Cf. zviezdȁ (HHG: 74, cf. also: 59).
127 As for the disyllabic [i.e], I have it also attested posttonically from another source (*-ьje) in
lĩstie ‘leaves’ (collective), cf. lĩstiie̯ in HHG (: 82, 166, also Steinhauer 1975: 24).
128 The pretonic realization [je] is attested only for DM.
129 Cf. ovȉe, onȉe (HHG: 69). The first part of /ie/ is more frequently stressed in HHG (: 43, 67).
130 This is nominally the last syllable of a polysyllabic phonetic word but it acts like amonosylla-
bicword, i. e. o ̮tȉemust be analogical to simplemonosyllabic *tȉe (which I accidentally do not seem
to have attested).
131 HHG (: 58) mention this tendency as well.
132 These different reflexes are not unlike different reflexes of the Štokavian long jat (some of
which can co-occur in the same dialect), e. g. liȇ̯p, ljȇp, ļȇp, lȉ(i)̯ep, lȉ(i)̯ēp ‘beautiful’, etc.
133 Cf. Kapović 2015: 633–638.
134 Similar to standard Neo-Štokavian (nȁbrāla instead of the original and dialectal nabrála).
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and |duːše.135 This is due to analogy to the expected root-stress in forms like the
accsg |ɣloːvu, |duːšu. The retracted accent in Rĩka – accsg Rĩku ‘Rijeka’ (a big city to
which Susak gravitates) must be a standard influence (though the dialectal yat-
reflex -i- is preserved). The retracted stress occurs obviously in code-switching
and when the Susak speakers try to get closer to the standard dialect. There seems
to be a tendency to have a “church accent” in a few words that have religious
connotations,136 e. g. gensg |ɣriːxa ‘sin’ (cf. stand. grijéha), gensg |kriːža ‘cross’ (to-
gether with the older kriː|ža), perhaps gensg |vraːɣa ‘devil’ (if originally a. p. d137).

The pitch opposition of the old “circumflex” (falling pitch) and “(neo-)acute”
(level or rising pitch), preserved in many Čakavian dialects, has been lost in the
Susak dialect.138 Thus, Susak |pie̯ːt ‘five’ = pede|sie̯ːt ‘fifty’ – cf. pȇt but pedesẽt in
many Čakavian dialects with the preserved old pitch distinction. The “circumflex”
and “(neo-)acute” realizations, which are phonetically identical to tonemes in
Čakavian dialects with pitch opposition, do exist but they are not distinctive (see
below).

Unlike some other Čakavian dialects, there is no posttonic length on Susak. It
is shortened without trace (e. g. |misec ‘month’). The shortening of the old post-
tonic length occurred prior to diphthongization (thus, |misec with a short second
syllable and not **|misie̯c) and before the closing of *aː > oː (thus, |kladaš ‘you put’
and not **|kladoš).

The old pretonic length is preserved in the first syllable before a short stress139

(e. g. gensg netjoː|ka ‘nephew’ – see above). Unlike HHG, where a number of forms
are seemingly attested with a secondary, unexpected pretonic length (e. g. kōly̏ko –
HHG: 86140), I have only one such form attested: AB gensg plōtȁ ‘fence’ together
with plotȁ (2x). As we have already mentioned (see above), the old pretonic length

135 Cf. more examples in Kapović [to appear b].
136 Cf. Shrager 2011: 213, 215.
137 Cf. Kapović [to appear a].
138 As claimed already by Ivić (1959: 177), Steinhauer (1975: 24) and Vermeer (1975: 143, 1979/
2016: 3–4, 1984: 359). The description in HHG in this regard was confusing. Vermeer (1979/2016: 3)
is completely right when he says that “[u]nfortunately the writing style chosen for the crucial ex-
planatorypassages (pp. 51–96) combinesprolixitywith slovenliness in suchaway that the reader is
often left guessing at what, if anything, was intended.”However, Steinhauer (ibid.) adds that Petar
Guberina, one of the authors of HHG, agreed in personal communication that Susak had no dis-
tinctive pitch opposition.
139 This is the only position in which the preservation of the old Proto-Slavic length is expected
phonetically (cf. Kapović 2015: 416–501). When pretonic length occurs in other positions in other
Čakavian dialects (e. g. in the second pretonic syllable or before a long stressed syllable), this is
always analogical.
140 Cf. also e. g. bēry̏te, otvōry̏χ (HHG: 145–146). Criticized by Vermeer 1979/2016: 1.
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can often be shortened secondarily in the speech of some speakers (AB & DM),
while it is mostly well preserved in the idiolect of EB. As already said, the pretonic
diphthongs (phonologically long) are always phonetically short, i. e. the syllabic
part of them is short (see above).

Old long *aː yielded /oː/ (IPA [o̞ː])141 (always long, sometimes facultatively
shortened pretonically as is usual in pretonic position) under and directly before
the stressed syllable, cf. mloː|da ‘young [indef. femsg]’ (mlādȁ in Čakavian varie-
ties with no aː closing), gensg |sloːne ‘salty [fem]’ (slãnē in more archaic dialects),
|proːvi ‘real’ (prãvī in in more archaic dialects), u|zoːxomo ‘we used to [impf]’,142

u|zoːxu ‘they used to [impf]’ (< *uzȃxomo, *uzȃxu), etc.143

Old long *eː yields the diphthong /ie̯/ (allophonically/phonetically realized in
a number of ways as we have already shown), cf. |mie̯ːso ‘meat’ (cf. mȇso in other
dialects and standard Štokavian). Old long *oː yields the diphthong /u̯o/ under
and directly before stress, cf. za ̮|tu̯oː ‘for that’ (elsewhere in Čakavian za ̮tõ). Thus,

141 The reflex was perhaps originally a diphthong, as in some neighboring dialects (cf. Vermeer
1975: 147–148).
142 Cf. užå͂χomo in HHG (: 66). EB’s form is Tsakavian (z instead of ž).
143 HHG (: 64–66) write the symbol <å> in position of my [o̞ː]. The authors of HHG (: 64) put their
<å> at the place of a back, presumably rounded, vowel [ɒ] in the vocalic trapezoid. It is described as
a “veryopen ɔ” inHHG:54,whichcouldbeadescriptionof thealreadymentioned [ɒ] (ormore likely
[ɒ̝] = [ɔ̞]). Pretonically they describe it as very close to o (: 87). For a few examples with <o> in HHG
instead of <å> cf. Steinhauer 1975: 31 (cf. also the already mentioned švory̏ne/svōry̏ne in HHG: 68,
179). However, Vermeer, who obtained an original tape recording from Petar Guberina (one of the
authors in HHG), finds (Vermeer 1975: 142) that, surprisingly enough (as he says so himself), “the
reflexof *ā turnsout tobeahighervowel than that of *o”. Thus,hewrites it as <ọ> (in the traditionof
Western South Slavic dialectology for writing closed vowels). However, this is not to be taken as a
closed mid [o] because Vermeer (ibid.), like HHG, describes the reflex of the old *o as open (presu-
mably [ɔ], see above). Thus, according to Vermeer, what HHG write as <å> is actually a “normal”
mid [o̞] (just what I encountered on Susak in 2018). Vermeer (ibid.) says that his /ọ̄/ “is much like
long /ō/ in the most usual way of pronouncing standard Serbo-Croat (either variant), though with
consideringly less rounding” (that would be [o̞]). According to Vermeer (personal communication
in 2019), to thebest of his recollectionheused<ọ>mostly for graphic/historical purposes.However,
thatwould not necessarilymean thatHHG<å> is just a historicalwriting because one can speculate
they may have used the symbol (not in its traditional usage but in a way that would make sense
since thiswas thehistorical *aː) todistinguish the reflexof theold*aː (whichwouldbemid) fromthe
reflex of the old *o (which would be open-mid according to them and, it seems, Vermeer). Shrager
(2011: 212), on the other hand, has <ɔ> (explicitly described as an open [ɔ]) for the HHG <å> in her
transcription (if that is theprecise transcription andnot just a convenient symbol for actual [o̞], as is
sometimes the case). In any case, the reflexof the old *aː (writtenbyHHGas <å>) is todayonSusaka
mid [o̞ː] and it may have been that already seventy years ago as well. As already said, /o/ (< *o) is
today not open on Susak but amid vowel (often centralized in non-final positions in EB’s variety).
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the merger of the old *oː and new /oː/ (from the old *aː) did not occur because of
the diphthongization, cf. |boːɣ > |bu̯oːɣ ‘god’ but |daːn > |doːn ‘day’.144

Like almost all Čakavian dialects, the Susak dialect also exhibits preresonant
lengthening.145 Vowels preceding the resonant in a closed syllable are lengthened
in pretonic syllables (*bolnȁ > *bōlnȁ > bu̯ol|na),146 in stressed non-final syllables
(|suːnce ‘sun’) and in final syllables (|stu̯oːl ‘table’). That the preresonant lengthe-
ning was operative in final is clear from forms like |diːm ‘smoke’, to|voːr ‘donkey’
and o-stem a. p. B and D instrsg forms in -|u̯oːn. However, the length is analogically
shortened (by analogy to other forms in the paradigm) in a number of words with
the reflex of a jer (ka|bal ‘bucket’, pa|kal ‘hell’, je|dan ‘one’, |zal ‘evil’) by analogy
to words with the same mobile a but without a final resonant (e. g. pie̯|tak ‘Fri-
day’). It was also removed in some other forms, like um|ren ‘I die’ (by analogy to
2sg), |dvor ‘courtyard’ (by analogy to oblique cases147), etc.

Two types of later lengthenings of stressed syllables typically occur in
Čakavian – lengthening of non-final stressed vowels in closed syllables148 (hence-
forth LSCS = lengthening in stressed closed syllables) and lengthening of non-
final stressed vowels (henceforth LSS = lengthening in stressed syllables). Details
and nature of these lengthenings differ in various Čakavian dialects.149 On Susak,
both LSCS and LSS occur – e. g. Susak |jiːɣla ‘needle’ (LSCS)150 and nompl bo|ɣaːti
‘rich [masc]’ (LSS) (bogȁti in more archaic Čakavian). As for the specifics of these
lengthenings on Susak, LSCS occurs on all stressed vowels before every type of
consonant cluster but only in non-final syllables (cf. |dɨt ‘grandfather’ with no
lengthening151 – but dȋd in some other Čakavian dialects),152 while LSS occurs only

144 For these vowel changes in a wider regional perspective cf. HHG: 45.
145 Cf. Kapović 2015: 554–583.
146 Although this can be explained as analogical as well (not a lot of such examples are attested).
147 HHG (: 158) has the expected dvuȏr (and locsg na dvōrȕwith a secondary pretonic length).
148 The lengthening (with the same end results) had already been done before that in syllables
closed by resonants as seen in dialects where that is the only lengthening (most Čakavian and
Štokavian dialects have preresonant lengthening, but with some differences).
149 Cf. Kapović 2015: 594–619 for a comprehensive overview of these processes in Čakavian in
general.
150 Cf. the same form without lengthening in HHG: 78, 143 and the same in Ćunski (Houtzagers
2003: 48) on the nearby island of Lošinj: accsg jȉglu (cf. Štok. accsg ȉglu as well).
151 Cf. numerousmonosyllabic a.p.Aanda.p.Bo-stemnouns inKapović [toappeara] for the lack
of LSCS in final/only syllable. For disyllabic o-stems cf. e. g. tarbȕx (4x) ‘belly’.
152 As a proof that “a lengthening tendency is very alive”, HHG (: 52) adduce the variants danȁs/
danȃs and ceslȁt/ceslȃt (only česlȁt in the dictionary, : 155). However, these examples do not show
that LSCS operates (or operated) in final syllables as well. First of all, as the authors themselves
note, /a/ does not close in these forms (which is otherwise the case with LSCS). Secondly, the leng-
thened forms HHG adduce are suspicious – I have only danȁs (3x) ‘today’ attested, likewise I have
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with stressed non-high non-final vowels (/a/, /e/, /o/), cf. nomsg |veːli ‘big [def.
masc]’ (vȅlī in more archaic Čakavian dialects), locsg |nɵːvoj ‘new [fem]’ (nȍvōj in
more archaic Čakavian dialects).

As is usual in such cases, LSCS is older than LSS and predates diphthongiza-
tion of mid vowels and the closing of old *aː.153 Thus, the new /ie̯ː/, /u̯oː/ and /oː/
occur in cases of syllables lengthened by LSCS (i. e. in cases of the old *ĕ, *ŏ, *ă
lengthened in stressed non-final syllables before consonant clusters). Cf. the al-
ready mentioned |rie̯ːkla154 (rȅkla in more archaic Čakavian dialects), |smu̯oːkva
(smȍkva in more archaic Čakavian) and |kloːst ‘to put (say)’ (klȁsti in more archaic
Čakavian155). LSS is a younger process, which yields [aː], [eː], [oː] without any
change in vowel color and without diphthongization. Neither LSCS nor LSS are
completely consistent – in the case of both LSCS and LSS some syllables (less
frequently in the case of LSS) remained short (as is frequently the case elsewhere
in Čakavian). In some cases with LSCS, a later analogy may have been involved.
We have already seen exceptions to LSS, i. e. short realizations of the non-final
stressed /ă/, /ĕ/, /ŏ/ (see above) – thus, let us see more examples of LSCS and
words without it. For LSCS, cf. also |moːška (2x) ‘cat’, accpl u|liːɣne ‘squids’, DŠJ
nompl |ɣu̯oːsti ‘gaff’, ɣo|diːšće ‘year’, po|mjest (3x) ([je] for /ie̯/)156 ‘to sweep’, gensg
|vjeːtra ‘wind’ – instrsg |vie̯ːtron, nompl fu|nie̯ːstre ‘windows’.157 As already noted,
LSCS usually158 has a lot of exceptions and this is the case in Susak as well (most
with -sC- or -šC-) – cf. locsg |Susku/|Sujci ‘on Susak’, |Sujčani ‘inhabitants of Susak
[masc]’, |Sujčanice ‘inhabitants of Susak [fem]’ (all can be analogical to |Susak,
where the length is not expected),159 |ɣosti ‘guests’, o|c̺ɨs̺timo ‘we clean’, |mɨs̺lis ̺
‘you think’, gensg a|ɣušta ‘August’ [month],160 |črɨšna ‘cherry’, |zutra ‘tomorrow’,
nompl |šɵldi ‘money’. The sequences /ar/, /al/ from old syllabic liquids do not
lengthen, of course, cf. |valtar (8x) (< *vȁrtal with metathesis) ‘garden’ – gensg
|valtra.

only očešlȁt ‘to comb’ (and also -ȁt in all other such infinitives: nabrȁt (2x) ‘to collect’, žerȁt ‘to bite
(for fleas)’, etc.). Cf. also Steinhauer 1975: 25.
153 Cf. Ivić 1959: 174 and Kapović 2015: 595 (in general).
154 Cf. HHG: 92.
155 The final -i was presumably lost only after the lengthening had already occurred. Vermeer
(1975: 153) unnecessarily posits a separate “lengthening of the stem-vowel in infinitives in -st”. This
is just regular LSCS, which preceded the dropping of the final -i in the infinitives.
156 *pomȅsti > *pomȇsti (LSS) > *pomȇst (loss of -i) > *pomiȇ̯st (diphthongization) >pomjȅst (shor-
tening of the diphthong).
157 Accsg ziẽ̯mlu ‘earth’ could be either LSS or preresonant lengthening.
158 Cf. Kapović 2015: 598–606.
159 No preresonant lengthening here either. For the longer variants cf. Steinhauer 1975: 29.
160 Cf. also HHG: 150.
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The whole relative chronology of vowel changes on Susak161 was:

1) disappearance of posttonic length
2) preresonant lengthening
3) LSCS162

4) dropping of final -i in infinitives163

5) diphthongization of mid vowels and closing164 of *aː
6) LSS

In this section, the position of the stress is marked with |, which points to the
already mentioned fact that Susak, unlike more archaic Čakavian dialects, has no
distinctive pitch. However, things are a bit more complex when it comes to the
phonetic realization of stress.

The short stress (traditionally marked as < ̏ > and marked with < | > without
other symbols in this section of the paper) is usually realized in a “canonical”
manner.165 This means that it is almost always very short, falling, abrupt and
“sharp” (especially so on high vowels). The “tromi naglasak”166 (traditionally
marked as < ̋ >) (longer, phonetically slightly rising allotone of ̏ 167), usual in
some dialects, almost does not occur at all (and is probably non-existent on high
vowels). In my material I only have instrpl zuba̋mi (4x) ‘teeth’ (half-way between
short [ȁ] and lengthened [ã]) and pre-pausal gensg dūše̋... ‘soul’, mūke̋... ‘flour’,
piete̋... ‘heel’, krova̋ ... ‘roof’, due to sentence intonation (lengthening to indicate
that something is following).168

161 Cf. also Vermeer 1975: 153.
162 It is impossible to tell whether preresonant lengthening or LSCSwas first. Here,we provisorily
put preresonant lengthening as first because it is a much more widely attested phenomenon in
Čakavian (and also Štokavian). Likewise, preresonant lengthening may have been earlier than
shortening of posttonic length – it would just have to be limited to stressed (and pretonic) vowels
in that case.
163 Of course, this is not a regular sound change but a morphonological sporadic shortening of a
grammatical ending (like -ti > -t inmany Čakavian and Štokavian dialects, in Czech, etc.).
164 Perhaps originally also diphthongization, as already said.
165 Cf. Kapović 2015: 47.
166 Something like a ‘lax accent’ literally.
167 Andoften rather similar to thephonetic realizationof thedynamic stress inurbancenters such
as Rijeka or Zagreb.
168 The supposed fanciful “short rising” accent <`> inHHG (: 52, 87) is probably just ̋ (an occasio-
nal phonetic realization of ,̏ i. e. of the short stressed syllable). Cf. Steinhauer 1975: 20 for the ana-
lysis of this mark in HHG.
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But what is most interesting is the phonetic realization of the non-distinctive
tone in stressed long syllables. Usually in non-tonemic Čakavian (and Štokavian
and Kajkavian) dialects the long stressed syllables are pronounced as phonetical-
ly falling (phonetically identical or similar to the long falling toneme, traditional-
ly marked as < ̑>, in dialects with the preserved pitch distinction). The reason for
that is that the falling tone (the “circumflex”) is less marked than a level/rising
one (the “(neo-)acute”) – thus, when a dialect loses the old Common Slavic op-
position of distinctive falling and level/rising pitches on long syllables, the long
syllables are usually phonetically pronounced with a falling pitch as an unmar-
ked pronunciation. However, this is not so in Susak Čakavian. There, the most
frequent realization of the long stressed vowels is the one identical to the “(neo-)
acute” in more archaic, tonemic Čakavian dialects. Despite not having a pitch dis-
tinction, the Susak Čakavian dialect clearly has both the “circumflex” (falling to-
ne) and the “acute” (usually level, sometimes rising and sometimes very lightly
falling tone) realizations on phonetic level. They are identical in pronunciation to
the separate and distinctive tonemes in those Čakavian dialects that have preser-
ved distinctive pitch accent. This is most likely one of the reasons for such a con-
fusing description of prosody in HHG.169

To give an example, while words like jõ ‘I’ and dȏn ‘day’ can be uttered in
exactly the same manner as jõ and dȏn (or jã and dȃn with an older vocalism) in
tonemic dialects (like e. g. Brač Čakavian, Novi Vinodolski Čakavian or some
Čakavian varieties on the nearby island of Cres), these differing pitch realizations
are only non-distinct variants in the Susak dialect. They cannot distinguish diffe-
rent words, forms and meanings and are basically interchangeable. Thus, both jȏ
and dõn can be heard as well.170 The “circumflex” (falling) realization is usually

169 They noted that they wrote the accent as they heard it in the sentences (HHG: 43). In general,
their notation of the phonetic realizations of long stressed syllables is not all too different from
mine. Vermeer (1975: 143) just notes that he “has not been able to detect a tone distinction” and
uses only the symbol < ̑> for long stressed vowels, but mentions nothing on its phonetics. Shrager
(2011) uses both traditional accent symbols (< ̑> and < ͂>) and does not say anything about their
distinctiveness explicitly, but her material also shows (like mine and the one fromHHG) that there
is no distinctive pitch.
170 All four variants are attested inmymaterial fromEB.Of course, in some cases only someof the
possible variants will be attested.
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found in the final syllable of polysyllables,171 while the “acute” (mostly level) is
most commonly found in all non-final syllables172 and monosyllabic words/
forms.173

We shall list here the allotonic realizations of the long stressed syllables in
the forms adduced in this section but written without exact non-distinctive reali-
zations (just with |Vː). The falling end stress in polysyllables is seen in ɣospodȏr,
bolȋ, duperȏ, ćakulȏ, z o̮vjȇ, mojȇ, za ̮tu̯ȏ, tovȏr, instrsg -u̯ȏn. However, the “acute”
realization can also be found in the last syllable of polysyllables, but more rarely:
perũ, sĭčiẽ̯,mojẽ, vodiẽ̯, rečjẽ, se ̮zovjẽ. As for the non-final stress, where the “acu-
te” realization is by far the most prevalent, cf. dõvaju, uzõxu, zũbi, ošũši, dõla,
mlõtin, sõdɨmo, brãtɨ, nã ̮pər, zvõli, čãrvi, pãlža, ɣrĩxa, krĩža, vrãɣa, slõne, prõvi,
bạ̃nde, riẽ̯kla, smu̯õkva, viẽ̯tron, vjẽtra, pũta, miẽ̯tla – miẽ̯tlu, ɣlõvu – ɣlõve, dũšu –
dũše, uzõxomo, uzõxu, sũnce, jĩɣla, mõška, ɣu̯õsti, ɣodĩšće, viẽ̯tron. The falling
realization in non-final position is rare: miȇ̯so, ulȋɣne, funiȇ̯stre. In monosyllabic
words, the “acute” realization is again the most frequent: pĩr, mĩx, bu̯õx, čãrf,
pãlš, vrãx, smrãt, piẽ̯t (also piȇ̯(t)), stu̯õl, dĩm, klõst (also klȏst). The “acute” reali-
zation is also by far the most frequent in long vowels originating in LSS –which is
not strange since LSS occurs in non-final syllables. Cf. the examples from this
section: nãbrala, tovãra, kopãli, pãda, razvarãla, nãsmijala, rẽkal, mẽne, trẽta,
lẽto, po ̮Amẽrikax, mojẽɣa, mrãza, biɣãti, mãtere, nãseɣa, ovdẽka, boɣãti, vẽli,
mɵ͂lin, bãbɨca, karɵ͂tu, vapɵ͂ron, f k̮onɵ͂bici, ɣɵ͂ri, rɵ͂da, sebɵ͂ta, utõ̟rak, ɵ͂ca, ɵ͂ ̮srama,
naõštriš, bɵ͂ca, mõren, mɵ͂lin, nɵ͂no, dɵ͂li, dvõri, ulõviš, nɵ͂si, se ̮skɵ͂ti, xɵ͂dan, ɣɵ͂diš,
zlõcest, ɣovõru, ɣarõful, nõve, nɵ͂vi, dõbri/dɵ͂bri, po ̮bõcax, mɵ͂re, nɵ͂voj.

In the variety of AB & DM, almost all words in my material go by the said
distribution rule (CṼC, CṼCV, CVCV̑) – e. g. almost all monosyllabic o-stems like
snĩx ‘snow’ have the “acute” and the instrsg always has -u̯ȏn. The only exceptions
to the rule are rare ru̯ȏx (2x) ‘horn’, pu̯ȏt ‘sweat’, ru̯ȏd (2x) ‘kin’, sȋn ‘son’ (all DM)
and raštiẽ̯l (2x) ‘fence’, se ̮zoviẽ̯ ‘is called’, se ̮recjẽ ‘is said’, instrsg mojĩn ‘my’ (all
AB). The exceptions are perhaps somewhat more numerous in the idiolect of EB,
though most of the forms follow the said distribution rule (as already seen above).
For the exceptions, cf. also genpl vrȏt and vrõt ‘door’; jȗdi ‘people’, bȋlo ‘was’ (also
bĩlo), se ̮skuntrȏmo ‘we meet’; kosĩr (6x) and kosȋr ‘hedge bill’, dažjĩ and dažjȋ ‘it
rains’, instrsg nosiẽ̯n ‘nose’, instrsg mojĩn ‘my’, instrsg krovu̯õn ‘roof’, etc. In words
with LSS, the falling realization is very rare, cf. only pretȃla (3x) together with

171 Cf. HHG: 54, 87.
172 Cf. HHG: 87. A parallel can be found in Kajkavian – cf. Marinković 2018: 74.
173 Cf. HHG: 53, 55, 63. The descriptions of the accent in HHG are very confusing but one can still
findhazy validation for thedescriptionpresented in this paper,whichwould indicate that the same
kind of systemwas perhaps in place at the time of HHG as well.
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pretãla (3x) ‘basket’, bȃba (2x) and bãba (3x) ‘grandmother, old woman’, mȃma
(2x) ‘mom’ and mãma (4x) – accsg mãmu (2x).174 Considering the fact that Italian/
Venetian loanwords always get a falling accent in tonemic Čakavian (because Ita-
lian length sounds phonetically like Čakavian/Štokavian falling prosodeme), it is
very interesting that in Italian/Venetian loanwords in the Susak dialect predomi-
nantly the falling realization of length (otherwise relatively rare in non-final syll-
ables) seems to be attested: gensg šetemȏne ‘week’,175 funiȇ̯stre ‘windows’, me-
dicȋna ‘medicine’, kuntiȇ̯nta (4x) ‘content, satisfied’, kuńȃde (3x) ‘sisters in law’
(with the non-dialectal ń and aː), špijȃža ‘beach’ – gensg špijȃže – accsg špijȃžu –
locsg po ̮špijȃži, na ̮špijȃži. The exceptions to this (beside the variant špijãža176 –
accsg špijãžu) are bĩži (2x) ‘peas’ and gensg bạ̃nde (3x) ‘side’. This phenomenon, if
not the result of some strange coincidence, is perhaps due to imitation of Italian
pronunciation.177

5 Conclusion

The dialect of Susak is important from two major standpoints. One is that its va-
rious and interesting features were given an unusual amount of interest in the
past (from both the local and international experts), but some of them have re-
mained rather murky. The other is that some of its features can be interesting from
a wider perspective of phonological theory. While not at all aspiring to complete-
ness and finality (hence: Notes), this paper is somewhat unusual considering the
amount of detailed analysis of various phonetic (non-distinctive) and phonologi-
cal (distinctive) features, which is rather rare in the field of Čakavian dialectology
(except when it comes to the question of historical development of certain featu-
res). The two main parts of the paper are Consonantism and Vocalism & Prosody
(which are most intricately connected and are thus necessarily analyzed toget-
her). In Consonantism, the most interesting part is the treatment of the so-called
Tsakavian (cakavski) reflexes of (original) postalveolars in a part of Susak, which
are very complex. The phonemes /č/, /ž/, /š/ can be realized in a variety of ways,
from being simple [ʧ], [ʒ], [ʃ] respectively, as in most Slavic languages, to merging
with /c/ [ʦ], /z/, /s/. In Vocalism and Prosody, the phenomena most carefully
analyzed are pretonic length (which is preserved, but not consistently), the com-

174 Inmȃma and bȃba it is perhaps a hypocoristic accent.
175 HHG: 93 attests both šetimå̑na and šetimå͂na.
176 Cf. also HHG: 78, 80.
177 Interestingly enough, HHG (: 81) claim that the inhabitants of Susak did not really use Italian
somuch and that women did not know it at all.
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plex and inconsistent lengthening of non-high vowels, the phonetic (in the pro-
cess of phonologizing) centralization of /i/ and /o/ (connected with the problem
of vowel quantity), the curious case of long /aː/ and its status, complex allophonic
realizations of the diphthongs, and the phonetic tonal realizations of length (whe-
re the marked level/rising variety is unusually the main one). Other phonetic and
phonological phenomena are also analyzed, both from the synchronic and dia-
chronic perspective. As already mentioned, the Susak dialect is interesting not
only out of the perspective of narrow Čakavian dialectology but also from a wider
phonological perspective, where it can potentially serve as a valuable comparison
to similar features and processes in world languages and its data can be useful for
the general phonological theory, e. g. when it comes to questions of the regularity
of sound change or complex free variation (from a phonological perspective) of
certain features.

Abbreviations

acc – accusative
a. p. – accentual paradigm
fem – feminine (gender)
gen – genitive
impf – imperfect tense
indef. – indefinite
instr – instrumental
loc – locative
LSCS = lengthening in stressed (non-final) closed syllables
LSS = lengthening in stressed (non-final) syllables
masc – masculine (gender)
neut – neuter (gender)
nom – nominative
pres. – present tense
sg – singular
stand. – standard (language)
Štok. – Štokavian
voc – vocative
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